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ABSTRACT
A summary of two orthogonal and complementary searches for pair production of heavy
vector-like quarks is presented. The first analysis considers final states with 1-lepton and
hadronic jets that can be used to reconstruct the vector-like quark system after identifying
the boosted decay of W bosons and building the neutrino from the missing transverse mo-
mentum. Control and signal regions constrain the uncertainties associated with tt̄ production
that most negatively impact this analysis. The second analysis searches in the fully-hadronic
final state where no leptons are considered. An explicit veto on the lepton number ensures
orthogonality between the analyses. The analysis uses a deep neural network to reconstruct
the decays of heavy objects and a data-driven technique to estimate the dominant multi-jet
background. Data were recorded by the ATLAS experiment in
√
s=13 TeV proton-proton
collisions delivered by the Large Hadron Collider in 2015 and 2016. No excess above the
Standard Model background is observed in either analysis. The results from the 1-lepton
analysis are interpreted assuming vector-like quarks decay T T̄ → Wb + X. The 0-lepton
analysis assumes both types of pair produced vector-like quarks T T̄ and BB̄ that decay to
T → Wb,Ht, Zt and B → Wt,Hb, Zb. The 1-lepton analysis observes a 95% CL lower limit
on the T mass of 1090 (810) GeV assuming the scenario BR(T → Wb) = 1 (SU(2) singlet).
The strongest observed 95% CL lower limits in the 0-lepton analysis are 850 GeV and 903




At the European Organization for Nuclear Research (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche
Nucléaire, CERN), the Large Hadron Collider is colliding the most energetic beams of par-
ticles to recreate conditions just after the big bang. Two beams of protons accelerate in
opposite directions to nearly the speed of light and collide at four separate points along the
collider ring. A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) is located at one of these intersections
to capture three-dimensional images of these collisions using a variety of particle detec-
tor technologies. Nearly 3000 physicists collaborate on the ATLAS experiment to operate,
maintain, and develop the detector technologies while analyzing the data collected.
The theoretical framework of particle physics, known as the Standard Model, describes
all known particles and their interactions. However, a few open questions remain in particle
physics, unanswered by the Standard Model, such as what is the nature of dark matter and
why the Higgs boson has a relatively small mass despite quadratic divergences in the mass
calculation.
In 2015, the Large Hadron Collider began colliding proton beams at a center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV, compared to 8 TeV in 2012. The jump in energy renewed interest in
searches for new physics given significant increases in production cross sections. Furthermore,
the tremendous amount of data provided by the LHC and collected by ATLAS in 2015 and
2016 improves the sensitivity to new physics for analyses.
A subset of the ATLAS research program is dedicated to uncovering new physics. Such
efforts include the searches for vector-like quarks. Vector-like quarks are the simplest col-
ored fermion extra generation still allowed by experimental results and they can naturally
regulate the Higgs mass. Additionally, vector-like quarks fit into a wide variety of theoret-
ical models, further motivating their searches. The ATLAS and Compact Muon Solenoid
(CMS) collaborations have performed a wide variety of searches for vector-like quarks using
a multitude of final states and assuming both pair and single production [2–16].
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This dissertation describes two searches for vector-like quarks performed with the ATLAS
detector at the Large Hadron Collider. Chapter II introduces the theoretical framework of
particle physics and motivations to searchi for new physics. The experimental apparatuses,
both ATLAS and the Large Hadron Collider, are described in Chapter III. Experimental
methods for translating detector data into physics objects are discussed in Chapter IV. The





The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics describes nature through elementary par-
ticles and their interactions. The SM has consistently agreed with a wide variety of ex-
perimental results, including the physics observed at particle colliders. The theory was
experimentally validated with the discovery of the Higgs bosons in 2012 [17, 18]. There are
observed phenomena unexplained by the SM, see Sect. 2.2. Much of the effort at the Large
Hadron Collider is dedicated to understanding the sources of these discrepancies through
precision measurements of SM properties and direct searches for physics beyond the SM
(BSM). This section reviews the formulation of the SM followed by examples of limitations
of the theory and a discussion on vector-like quark phenomenology.
2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
At distances near and smaller than an atom, physical processes are best described using
quantum mechanics. As the energy scale increases, resolving quantum mechanics with special
relativity results in quantum field theory (QFT). The SM is a specific formulation of QFT [19–
22]. The description of physics in QFT relies on fields and their properties in space-time.
Fundamental particles are represented as excitations of a field, ensuring the existence of
distinct, but identical particles for each field. Particles in the SM with half-integer spin
that obey Fermi-Dirac statistics are known as fermions. These particles all interact via
force carriers referred to as bosons. The bosons in the SM have integer spin and obey Bose-
Einstein statistics. The dynamics of the SM are described using the Lagrangian formalism
with the principle of least action, δS = 0, where S =
∫
L(x)d4x. The Lagrangian density, L
(hereafter referred to as simply the Lagrangian), contains all of the information about the
system: kinematics, couplings, and symmetries.
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The three known internal symmetries of the SM are best described using the language
of group theory: U(1), SU(2), and SU(3). The full set of symmetries, singularly referred to
as the SM gauge group GSM, can be written as
GSM = SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y (2.1)
where the subscripts refer to the charge associated with that group (Y = hypercharge, L =
left-handed weak isospin, C = color charge). All known interactions except for gravity are
included in GSM. The gravitational force is significantly weaker than the other fundamental
forces for the processes and scales encountered in this dissertation.
The incredibly rich phenomenology of the SM emerges from requiring the Lagrangian
to be invariant with respect to local transformations of the fields. As a result, massless
spin-1 bosons (U(1): 1 boson, SU(n): n2 − 1 bosons) emerge. There are 8 mediators Gµi ,
i = 1, . . . , 8, for the SU(3)C group symmetry, 1 mediator B
µ for the U(1)Y symmetry, and
3 mediators W µi , i = 1, 2, 3, responsible for the SU(2)L symmetry.
The SU(3) component of the SM gauge group describes quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
where the eight mediators Gµi are known as the gluons. The gluons are massless particles
that can self-interact because they also carry color charge.
The second two components of GSM, SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , represent the electroweak theory.
This is a unified theory of the electromagnetic and weak interactions. The bosons Bµ and
W µi can be re-written to produce the experimentally observable W
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where θW is the weak mixing angle, given by the ratio of W and Z masses: cos θW = mW/mZ .
The electric charge is related to the electroweak quantum numbers via Q = T3 +Y/2, where
T3 is the SU(2)L charge (the third-component of the weak isospin T ). In this configuration,
the Z and photon are involved in neutral current interactions while the W± bosons are
responsible for charged current interactions. The photon couples to all electrically charged
particles and the W±/Z couple to each other and all fermions.
There are three generations of fermions in the SM, represented in Fig. 2.1, from [23], with
information on particle masses, spin, charges, and relationships with the bosons. (a fourth
generation has effectively been excluded by experimental results [17,18,24,25]). Moving from
generation 1 to generation 3 is achieved by increasing the mass of the previous generation
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Figure 2.1: The elementary particles of the SM also shown with the hypothetical graviton.
to produce a new particle with identical quantum numbers. The generations are further
split into two groups based on the interactions in which they can participate: quarks (all
interactions) and leptons (singlets in SU(3)). Each particle has its own antiparticle with
identical mass but opposite quantum numbers. Depending on the representation in SU(2),
fermions can exist as doublets (left-handed) or singlets (right-handed). Eq. 2.3 gives a general











where the lepton doublet contains neutrinos (ν`) and charged leptons (` = e, µ, τ) and the




where the prime indicates the weak eigenstates. The right-handed singlets are represented
as (`)R, (qu)R, and (qd)R (no right-handed neutrinos have been experimentally observed).
Under SU(2) transformations, the helicity of a given particle will affect its interactions.
Unlike the Z boson and photon, the W± bosons only interact with SU(2) doublets, Eq. 2.3.
As such, interactions between W± and fermions result in changes in flavor, e.g., νe,L → eL.
While leptons only change flavor within the same generation, quarks are capable of changing
flavors across generations. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix relates the
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weak to the mass eigenstates, providing a mechanism for quarks to change flavor across







 , VCKM =
Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
 (2.4)
The value of each CKM element reflects the coupling of the up-type quark to the down-
type quark, e.g., Vtb is the top-bottom quark coupling. The elements cannot be calculated
in the SM, and instead must be measured. The non-diagonal elements have been measured
to be small but non-zero [26].
2.1.1 Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
Each boson described in the previous section is generated without mass to preserve local
gauge invariance. This consequence disagrees with many experimental observations that
conclude there are massive bosons responsible for mediating the weak interaction [27–30].
The Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism resolved this discrepancy by generating mass










the potential energy term of the Lagrangian becomes V (φ) = µ2φ†φ + λ(φ†φ)2. The shape
of the potential depends upon µ, the mass term, and λ, the four-way interaction vertex
coupling. Choosing µ2 < 0 yields a non-zero result for the potential minimum at φ†φ =
−µ2/(2λ) ≡ v2/2. By performing an expansion around the minimum, the properties of the









such that only one component can be defined to be non-zero in φ (φ3 = v in this definition).










Propagating this new representation through the original Lagrangian, imposing local gauge
invariance, correctly produces the massive gauges bosons W±/Z while maintaining a massless
photon. Assigning one component of φ to be non-zero at the minimum spontaneously breaks
the symmetry. In this framework, the minimum refers to the vacuum expectation value
(vev), v. The vev is related to the mass of the particle in the field used to expand around the
minimum H(x), known as the the Higgs boson, by mH =
√
2λv, where v can be calculated
from the measured W± mass. Yukawa couplings between the Higgs boson and fermions
generates non-zero masses that can be measured. The coupling strength between the Higgs
boson with fermions is proportional to the fermion mass, indicating that the heavier fermions,
e.g., top and bottom quarks, couple most strongly with the Higgs. In 2012, the Higgs boson
was discovered at the LHC experiments ATLAS and CMS [17,18] with a mass near 125 GeV,
successfully completing the SM of particle physics.
2.2 Physics Beyond the Standard Model
Many experimental results, both collider and non-collider, have confirmed theoretical
predictions across many orders of magnitudes and with high-precision. Despite the continued
experimental validation of the SM, there are well-known discrepancies that have yet to be
resolved. As a result, the SM is currently considered an effective field theory, requiring a
theoretical extension to be complete. Much of the experimental effort at the Large Hadron
Collider is directed at finding new physics that can provide explanations for the discrepancies,
a few of which are described below.
Currently, as described in Eq. 2.1, the SM only describes the strong and electroweak
interactions without any quantum description of gravity. Attempts to include the gravita-
tional interaction in the SM have thus far been unsuccessful, limiting the scope of the SM
to only three out of four known interactions.
Astrophysical observations indicate that a new kind of matter, approximately five times
more abundant than the amount of matter predicted by the SM, exists in the universe.
This new matter is referred to as Dark Matter (DM) as it is non-luminous and appears to
only interact with SM matter through the gravitational force. No particle in the SM can
be responsible for DM. Similarly, the observed accelerated expansion of the universe, dark
energy, cannot be explained by the SM. In total, only ∼5% of the energy content of the
universe can be explained by the SM.
Each particle of the SM has its own anti-particle and it is expected that the amount
of matter and antimatter were produced in equal proportions. At present, the amount of
antimatter is significantly less than the amount of matter visible in the universe. This
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matter-antimatter asymmetry can only partially be explained by CP violation, requiring an
extension to the SM to adequately parameterize this effect.
Finally, the quantum-loop corrections to the Higgs mass are predicted to quadratically
diverge. However, the measured mass of the Higgs boson indicates that it is closer to the
electroweak scale than the Planck scale. To prevent the divergence, either SM parameters
are fine-tuned or new physics exists that naturally cancels the divergence.
Different theoretical extensions to the SM have been proposed to address many of these
limitations. This dissertation explores a very simple extension to the SM, Vector-like Quarks
(VLQs). VLQs are an appealing signature at the Large Hadron Collider because of their
inclusion across many BSM theories and they offer a method to postpone the Higgs mass
divergence.
2.3 Vector-like Quark Phenomenology
VLQs are a hypothetical class of spin–1/2 fermions that resemble the SM quarks in their
SU(3) representation with subtle differences that distinguish them from the hypothetical
fourth generation fermions. Unlike the SM quarks, VLQs are non-chiral and thus predicted
to have symmetric left- and right-handed couplings in the weak isospin SU(2) group. The
non-chiral VLQs do not require the BEH mechanism to generate mass, as SM quarks re-
quire Sect. 2.1. Furthermore, VLQs are currently the simplest colored fermion allowed by
experimental data and, aside from the lack of a discovery, there is no theoretical reason why
they shouldn’t exist. SM measurements do limit the range of couplings between VLQs and
SM, e.g., Z → bb̄ and others [37], but they do not yet exclude VLQs.
BSM scenarios, such as Little Higgs [38,39] and Composite Higgs [40,41] models, include
VLQs in loop diagrams for Higgs production (gluon-gluon fusion) and Higgs decay (H → γγ)
to (partially) cancel the quadratic divergence generated by radiative corrections to the Higgs
mass. Each particular BSM framework derives a specific coupling between the VLQs and
Higgs that affects the aforementioned processes.


























where T and B are similar to the top and bottom SM quarks (electric charge +2/3 and −1/3,
respectively) and X and Y have more exotic electric charges, +5/3 and −4/3, respectively,
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but similar properties as B and T . The results in this dissertation do not include any
analysis of X and Y and will not be discussed further. VLQs are commonly referred to as
‘top partners’ because the large quark mass in the third generation, relative to the other
generations, suggests VLQs will couple more strongly to the top and bottom quarks. The
analyses presented here assume that the VLQs only couple to the third generation.
Extending the SM with VLQs introduces mixing between SM quarks and VLQs. In
Eq. 2.9, the mixing between the top and VLQ T weak and mass eigenstates is described [43].















A prime on the quarks indicates the weak eigenstate, θ is the mixing angle and φ the phase
factor. For particular BSM interpretations, the exact value of θ depends on couplings between









m20 − |yq33|2v2/2− |yq43|2v2/2
(doublets),
(2.10)
Eq. 2.10 represents the relationship between mixing angles and Yukawa couplings yqij,
q = u, d, that are defined in a particular BSM interpretation. The bare mass term for the
VLQs, m0, also alters the coupling definitions, along with the vev, v. The couplings between
SM quarks and the SM electroweak bosons W±/Z/H are also affected by the mixing because
the addition of VLQs modifies the elements of the CKM matrix. VLQ couplings to the SM
electroweak bosons describes effects that are necessary for higher-order corrections, including
the loop corrections to the Higgs boson mass.
Of critical importance to the analyses presented here is the mixing between SM quarks
and VLQs, which allow the VLQs to decay. The Lagrangian can be written in general for























q̄(Y LqQPL − Y RqQPR)QH + h.c.
(2.11)
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for the pair production (left) and single production (right)
of VLQs at the LHC.
where PR,L = (1± γ5)/2, g is the weak coupling constant, and cW is the weak mixing angle.
The specific couplings (V L,R, XL,R, Y L,R) are given by the elements of the (extended) CKM
matrix [43]. BSM theories are differentiated by the predicted branching ratios for VLQ
decays. A discovery will require a measurement of the VLQ branching ratios to understand
the couplings in Eq. 2.11 and to discriminate between BSM theories.
At the Large Hadron Collider, VLQs can be produced individually or in pairs. Pair pro-
duction is considered more model independent than single production. The gauge coupling
between VLQs and gluons only depends on the VLQ mass for pair production while the
single production depends on the electroweak parameters at the boson-quark-VLQ vertex,
diagrammed in Fig. 2.2. For large enough masses of VLQs, the single production mechanism
can become more favored than pair production at the LHC, as highlighted in Fig. 2.3 where
the cross section values are calculated using top++ [44]. The point at which single VLQ pro-
duction dominates is model-dependent, but larger masses will be more favorably produced
with the center of mass energy currently accessible.
From Eq. 2.11, the coupling of VLQs to SM particles occurs through Yukawa couplings.
As such, VLQs are capable of decaying into a boson and quark, e.g. shown in Fig. 2.2
and described in detail in [45]. The branching ratios for SU(2) singlet and SU(2) doublet
scenarios, as a function of VLQ mass as computed with Protos [46,47], are shown in Fig. 2.4.
The resulting VLQ phenomenology at the LHC is quite rich and offers many opportunities
to explore high energy physics object reconstruction and identification in a unique topology.
This dissertation explores two different, but complementary, searches for VLQs at 13 TeV
with the ATLAS detector. The first search explores the single lepton final state, focusing
on T T̄ → Wb+X, where X = Wb,Zt,Ht [48]. The second search is more general and uses
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Figure 2.3: Relative production cross sections at
√
s = 8/13 TeV as a function of VLQ mass
for single and pair production. Cross section values are calculated using top++.
Figure 2.4: Branching ratios for T (left) and B (right) as a function of VLQ mass.
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CHAPTER III
The ATLAS Experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The CERN accelerator complex contains the world’s largest and highest energy particle
accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [49]. Two beams of protons are accelerated
in opposite directions and collide at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV.
A multi-stage accelerator system, shown in Fig. 3.1, is responsible for acquiring protons
from hydrogen atoms and ultimately colliding them at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV.
Protons are initially accelerated to 50 MeV in the LINAC2. Next, the protons transfer to the
Proton Synchrotron Booster, a circular accelerator 50m in diameter, where they accelerate
to 1.4 GeV. The Proton Synchrotron Booster injects the protons to the Proton Synchrotron,
a circular accelerator with a 200m diameter, where an energy of 25 GeV is achieved. From
the Proton Synchrotron the protons continue into the Super Proton Synchrotron, another
circular accelerator with a diameter of nearly 2300m that accelerates the protons to 450 GeV.
The Super Proton Synchrotron is the final stage before protons enter the LHC. Two separate
beams of protons enter the LHC heading in opposite directions and continue to accelerate
along the 27 km ring until they reach their peak energy of 6.5 TeV and collide at the
interaction points. The proton acceleration in the LHC is achieved using two independent,
superconducting Radio Frequency (RF) systems, one for each proton beam, operating at 400
MHz. Each RF system consists of eight cavities, powered by a single klystron to improve
control of the field in each cavity, yielding a higher-quality beam structure for reliable proton–
proton collisions. Because the LHC exists in the same tunnel that contained the Large
Electron-Positron collider, it was not possible to construct two separate beam pipes for each
circulating proton beam. As such, a twin-bore magnet accelerates two beams of protons
in opposite directions within the same cryostat. Superconducting dipole and quadrupole
magnets are responsible for steering and focusing the proton beams, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the LHC accelerator complex. The particle detectors and stages of
the proton acceleration are labeled.
13
Protons are circulated in distinct groups, referred to as bunches, and focused by the
quadrupole magnets at the interaction points. By focusing the bunches, the cross-sectional
area of overlap, A, of each bunch is reduced and increases the instantaneous luminosity, L,
defined in Eq. 3.1. The luminosity is a key performance metric of the LHC for its associated
experiments. A large luminosity increases directly increases the production of SM and BSM
physics processes, thus improving the sensitivity for the analyses at the LHC experiments.
The instantaneous luminosity also depends on the number bunches, nb, the number of protons









The cross-sectional area of overlap can be described using the two properties emittance
and β*. The emittance is a representation of the distribution of protons within the bunch
and β* describes the amplitude function, i.e., beam optics at the interaction point. The
emittance and beta function are currently limited by the capabilities of the existing magnet
system. The revolution frequency and number of protons per bunch can be increased to
proportionally increase the luminosity. However, there are accelerator and detector design
capabilities that limit the revolution frequency and number of protons per bunch. The
luminosity provided by the LHC for 2015 and 2016 is summarized in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. In
2015, the LHC achieved a peak luminosity of 5×1033 cm−2s−1 and total integrated luminosity
of 4.2 fb−1, of which 3.9 fb−1 was successfully recorded by ATLAS. The performance of the
LHC was significantly improved for 2016, reaching a peak luminosity of 1.38×1034 cm−2s−1,
greater than the designed luminosity of 1×1034, and a total integrated luminosity of 38.5 fb−1,
with 35.6 fb−1 recorded by ATLAS. Table 3.1 lists the current operating parameters of the
LHC. For each of these parameters, the LHC is currently operating near design values.
3.2 The ATLAS Experiment
The ATLAS detector is one of two multi–purpose particle detectors designed for sensitiv-
ity to discovering new physics and performing precision measurements of SM properties [50].
ATLAS is a cylindrical detector with a diameter of 25 m and a length of 44 m. At a center-
of-mass energy of 13 TeV, the ATLAS experiment can probe distances at the scale of 10−20m.
ATLAS uses information collected by four detector subsystems to achieve this level of per-
formance. The subsystems are graphically represented in Fig. 3.4 with example interactions
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Figure 3.2: Integrated luminosity recorded by the ATLAS detector for each day in 2015 (left)
and 2016 (right).
Figure 3.3: Peak luminosity recorded by the ATLAS detector for each day in 2015 (left) and
2016 (right).
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Table 3.1: LHC beam parameters for 2015 and 2016. Values retrieved from the LHC Perfor-
mance Workshop (Chamonix 2017). The parameter 〈µ〉 is the mean number of interactions
per bunch crossing.
Parameter 2015 2016
beam energy [TeV] 6.5 6.5
β* [m] 0.8 0.4
bunch spacing [ns] 25 25
number of bunches 2244 2220
protons per bunch (1011) 1.2 1.2
peak luminosity [1034 cm−2s−1] 0.5 1.38
〈µ〉 13.7 24.9
from SM particles and the full detector is depicted in Fig. 3.5.1 From closest to farthest
away from the interaction point, the detector subsystems are: an inner detector to identify
charge particles (Sect. 3.2.1), a powerful 2 T solenoid magnet to distinguish between charged
particles, an electromagnetic calorimeter to measure energy deposited by electrons and pho-
tons and a hadronic calorimeter that measures energy deposited by hadrons (Sect. 3.2.2),
and finally a muon spectrometer (Sect. 3.2.3) surrounded by three superconducting toroid
magnets. The trigger system (Sect. 3.2.4) is responsible for selecting which events are stored
for analysis.
3.2.1 Inner Detector
The inner detector (ID) is responsible for identifying charged particles in the central
region of the detector |η| < 2.5. The ID has high momentum and spatial resolution such
that individual vertices can be reconstructed for each collision.
The ID is comprised of four separate subsystems, the insertable B-layer (IBL), pixel layer,
silicon microstrip tracker (SCT), and the transition radiation tracker (TRT). Each of these
layers and their relative position to the beam pipe are shown in Fig. 3.6. The entire ID resides
inside a 2 T magnetic field that adds charge identification information to reconstructed
physiscs objects. The subsystems are designed and built with considerations to withstand
the large amounts of expected radiation (radiation hardness), hardware maintenence, and
physics performance.
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in
the center of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of
the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane,
φ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ
as η = − ln tan(θ/2). [51]
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Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of the ATLAS detector technology. Characteristic
interactions of different particle species with the various subsystems are shown.
Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of the ATLAS detector. Each subsystem is labeled and
the relative scale is compared to humans shown at the bottom and left-side of the detector.
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The IBL is the closest detector component to the interaction point, vastly improving
vertex reconstruction and identification over the run 1 performance [52]. Added between
runs 1 and 2, the IBL is a cylindrical detector inserted between the beam pipe, reduced in
diameter after run 1 specifically for the IBL, and the pixel layer. The IBL detector preserves
reconstruction performance for high-luminosity conditions provided by the LHC in run 2
and future runs that would compromise the integrity of the pixel layer performance. The
IBL pixels have an area of 250 × 50 µm2 and a space-point resolution per module < 10µm
in r − φ and 72µm in z.
The pixel layer consists of 3 layers of silicon pixels at r = 50.5, 88.5, 122.5 mm from
the interaction point in the barrel region. The endcap region, where the detector is oriented
radially and perpendicular to the beam line, also has 3 pixel layers at r = 495, 580, and
650 mm. All of the pixel layer sensors are identical and the space-point resolution of 14µm2
in r − φ and 115µm in z (r) for the barrel (endcap) offers excellent resolution for charge
particle reconstruction and identification. The SCT consists of four layers of silicon micro-
strip detectors in the barrel region and nine layers in the endcap region. The barrel region
SCT layers range from r = 299 mm to r = 514 mm and the endcap layers begin at r =
852.8 mm and end at r = 2720.2 mm. The TRT contains layers of polyimide straw tubes,
each 4 mm in diameter and 144 cm long, filled with a gaseous mixture of xenon (70%), CO2
(27%), and CF4 (3%). There are 73 layers in the barrel region extending from 554 to 1082
mm in r, and 160 layers in the endcap, covering 848 to 2710 mm in r. Unlike the other ID
subsystems, the TRT relies on charged particles ionizing the gas inside the straw tubes to
generate electrical signals. The ionized electrons inside the gas take up to 48 ns to reach the
anode wire in the center of the tube and yields a position resolution of 130µm.
3.2.2 Calorimeters
The calorimeter system is located between the ID and muon spectrometer. This system
is designed to detect all particles that undergo electromagnetic interactions (electrons or
photons) or hadronic interactions (hadrons).
Particles that interact with material in the calorimeters will generate cascades of sec-
ondary particles referred to as showers. Depending on the interaction, the characteristics
of the showers within the calorimeter can vary. The calorimeter system consists of an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). Both calorimeters are
sampling in nature, consisting of alternating layers of a dense absorber and active material.
The dense absorber layer serves to stop particles and initiate showers and the active ma-
terial measures the energy produced in the shower. To accurately reconstruct the energy
of the initial particle, the sampling fraction of the material must be known to rescale the
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Figure 3.6: The ATLAS inner detector full schematic and labels (left) and barrel region with
radial positions (right).
measured energy due to energy lost in the absorber. The relative positioning and size of the
calorimeters are shown in more detail in Fig. 3.7.
Due to its radiation hardness, uniform structure, and response stability, liquid argon
(LAr) was chosen as the ECAL active material. Lead serves as the dense absorber material
in the ECAL because of its short radiation length X0 = 0.561 cm that improves containment
of the showers within the ECAL volume. Copper electrodes are arranged in an alternating
accordion geometry with the lead absorbers, diagrammed in Fig. 3.7, and immersed in the
LAr to ensure full coverage in φ. There are three regions of varying granularity in the ECAL
to enable precise reconstruction in the initial layers and simply capture the remainder of the
electromagnetic shower in the final layer. Particle showers ionize the LAr and a high-voltage
applied to the copper electrodes forces the electrons to drift onto the plates. The electrical
signal is too long to be completely measured by the detector given the 25 ns revolution
frequency of the LHC, the full signal arrives after approximately 450 ns, but a majority of
the information arrives quickly and decays linearly to zero. To compensate, the signal from
the ECAL is shaped into a bipolar pulse signal with a much shorter readout time designed
to match the 25 ns bunch spacing. and then used to measure the deposited energy. Both the
barrel (EMB), |η| < 1.475, and endcap (EMEC), 1.37 < |η| < 3.2, incorporate this detector
technology, with a separate cryostat for each region. The transition region between the
EMB and EMEC, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, contains extra material, resulting in degraded physics
performance and is not used in the results presented here. A LAr presampler is placed before
the ECAL to correct for energy lost prior to the calorimeter, extending up to |η| < 1.7.
The detector technology implemented for the HCAL varies between barrel and endcap.
The barrel region is covered by two separate HCAL regions, the barrel and extended barrel,
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Figure 3.7: Full calorimeter system with different regions labeled (top) and schematic of the
electromagnetic calorimeter segments with dimensions and regions labeled (bottom).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the hadronic endcap and barrel calorimeters with positioning of
different segments.
that use steel absorber and scintillating plastic active regions. The barrel HCAL covers
|η| < 0.9 and the extended barrel HCAL covers 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Photomultiplier tubes
detect light produced in the scintillating tiles from hadronic interactions. The hadronic
endcap calorimeter (HEC) uses LAr as the active medium, similar to the EMEC. The HEC
uses copper instead of a lead absorbing material and the accordion shape is abandoned for
this detector. The range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 is covered by the HEC, and it is placed in the same
cryostat as the EMEC. The full range and structure of the HCAL barrel detectors are shown
in Fig. 3.8.
To cover the region |η| > 3.2, a special set of forward calorimeters (FCAL) is required
that can withstand high-levels of radiation. The FCAL detector extends from 3.1 < |η| < 4.9
and is broken into 3 regions, each using LAr as the active medium. The electromagnetic part
of the FCAL uses copper as the absorber, similar to the HEC, and the hadronic portions of
the FCAL use tungsten. Drift times are significantly reduced in the FCAL compared to the
ECAL by reducing the separation between electrodes.
3.2.3 Muon Spectrometer
At the LHC, muons are minimum-ionizing particles and pass through the ID, ECAL, and
HCAL with minimum energy deposition. The last detector subsystem, the muon spectrome-
ter (MS) includes two separate detectors, in the barrel and endcaps up to |η| < 2.7, designed
specifically to detect muons, depicted in Fig. 3.10. Complementary technologies are chosen
through the MS to provide the best position and timing resolution for muon reconstruction.
In the barrel region, monitored drift tubes (MDTs), which are similar to the TRT with larger
tube diameters, have a position resolution of ∼80 µm and a maximum drift time of ∼700 ns.
Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are a complimentary technology in the barrel that operate
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Figure 3.9: Forward calorimeter schematic depicting the different segments of the detector
and positioning relative to the electromagnetic and hadronic endcap calorimeters.
Figure 3.10: Muon spectrometer.
on shorter timescales of about 15-25 ns with worse position resolution of approximately 10
mm in z and r. Cathode strip chambers (CSCs) in the endcap only provide coverage from
2.0 < |η| < 2.7, with a radial resolution of 40µm and time resolution of 40 ns. Beyond the
CSCs, thin gap chambers (TGCs) operate in a similar η range and with similar character-
istics as the RPCs. The CSC produces signals with 15-25 ns with spatial resolutions of 2-6
(3-7) mm in r (φ). The entire MS is immersed in a magnetic field produced by barrel and
endcap toroids to improve muon identification. The toroidal fields have a bending power 2
of 1.5 to 5.5 Tm for |η| < 1.4 and 1 to 7.5 Tm for 1.6 < |η| < 2.7.
2Bending power refers to the field integral
∫
Bdl, where B is the field component normal to the muon




The ATLAS detector cannot record all of the information from the various sub-detectors
for the collisions produced by the LHC every 25 ns (40 MHz). Additionally, not all collisions
produce ‘interesting’ physics events, where the definition of interesting can vary between
different physics processes. To overcome the physical limitations and ensure all interesting
processes are saved, ATLAS implements a three-level trigger system with increasing levels
of detector information to select events [53].
The Level 1 (L1) trigger is hardware-based and uses only coarse resolution information
from the calorimeters and MS to reduce the rate to below 100 kHz. Information from the
event is passed to the next level, Level 2 (L2) to be analyzed. Additionally, regions-of-interest
are identified within the detector in η and φ for L2 to use in the trigger decision.
After passing the L1 trigger, the event information is passed to the final step in the
trigger chain, a software-based trigger referred to as the high-level trigger (HLT). Either a
full reconstruction of the event, similar to an offline analysis, or the full granularity of the
detector within the regions-of-interest defined in L1 are used in the HLT trigger. The rate is
ultimately reduced to the maximum readout of 1 kHz after the HLT. If an event passes the
HLT, the full ATLAS data is recorded for analysis. In this dissertation, only HLT triggers
are considered for selecting events. More information about the selected triggers can be
found in Sects. 5.1.2 and 5.2.2
A wide variety of triggers are implemented by the ATLAS collaboration. Some triggers
do not follow the aforementioned chain to acquire events to be studied in a performance
context, e.g., calibration events. Triggers can be pre-scaled to accept a specific fraction of
events for regions where the rate is too high for the trigger system. With pre-scaled triggers,
analyzers can study regions of phase space inaccessible with the full trigger system, at the




4.1 Simulation of pp Collisions
In pp collisions, the final state is not known prior to the collision. Instead, a particular
final state is produced according to its cross section σ(pp)→ X. To study a particular final
state, it is possible to isolate data events that resemble the desired final state, but it cannot
be known with absolute certainty what process the event actually represents. To ensure that
events of a particular process can be studied, analyzers use Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of
pp→ X events. MC simulations give analyzers the ability study and understand the impact
of the ATLAS detector on measured quantities, e.g., jet pT, lepton charge, E
miss
T , etc. The
specific generators used in the analysis are described in Sects. 5.1.1 and 5.2.1.
MC simulations use factorization theorems to consider different sub-processes of the pp
collision, shown in Fig. 4.1, independently in simulation. A given MC simulation is produced
using single or multiple generators to model a physical processes.
The scattering of two partons in the pp collision that results in a large transfer of momen-
tum is known as the hard scatter. The hard scatter is first modeled in MC simulations and
relies on the QCD production cross section for each process X, pp→ X, to relate the initial
and final state particles in the collision. This step also considers the parton distribution
functions (PDFs) to appropriately sample the momentum fractions and flavors of interact-
ing partons. The specific cross section for a given process σ is calculated to a specific order
in perturbation theory using the PDF information and collision energy. At this level, the
partons in the final state, e.g., top quarks from a gg → tt̄ process, exist only as simulated
particles and are referred to as truth particles.
After the simulation of the hard scatter, the MC simulation produces the parton shower.
Partons in the initial and final state of the collision can radiate gluons, photons, and bosons,
depending on the characteristics of the process. These extra radiations are considered as
higher-order corrections to the hard scatter process, extending the 2 → n process to 2 →
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n + X. Each new parton added in the process is showered, e.g., q → qg, according to a
probability relating the invariant mass of the partons produced from the showering and the
hadronization scale. The showering process continues until there is no more splitting of
partons and then the hadronization step begins.
After showering, the final step of the MC simulation results in partons reaching an energy
scale '1 GeV and hadronizing to form color-less bound states. At this scale, perturbative
QCD is no longer applicable and phenomenological models are required to accurately describe
the hadronization process. These phenomenological models including the Lund string model
and cluster model have parameters tuned to existing data to best describe the hadronization
process [54].
As described in Sect. 3.1, protons circulate the LHC in bunches. Multiple protons can
interact at the collision point and produce deposit energy in the detector. The soft interac-
tions of partons from the same proton as the hard scatter are referred to as underlying event,
and the partons from other protons are referred to as pile-up. Similar phenomenological
models are used to simulate both effects. Pile-up can be produced in-time for protons that
interact in the same bunch crossing and out-of-time for protons that interact in a different
bunch crossing but is processed with the current bunch crossing due to electronic read-out.
After the MCs have generated the truth particles and initiated the parton shower, the
four-vectors of all truth particles are passed to the detector simulation, alongside simulations
of pile-up and underlying event, to produce reconstruction-level results. The ATLAS detec-
tor simulation includes simulated interactions of truth-level particles with detector materials
using GEANT4 [55,56], converting deposited energy into electrical signals, and simulating the
read-out electronics. The official detector geometry is documented for each pp collision run
and any changes will result in modifications to the simulated detector geometry. For each
modification to the detector geometry, simulated samples are re-processed to ensure an accu-
rate representation of data-taking conditions is available to the analyzers. The information
at reconstruction-level is processed identically to processed data, allowing the simulations
to easily propagate through an analysis chain. Additionally, the truth-level information re-
mains and can be used for different studies including calibrations, optimization, efficiencies,
and signal acceptance.
4.2 Reconstructed Physics Objects
Physics and performance analyses with the ATLAS experiment require the translation
of the electrical signals in the various detector subsystems into physics objects. The physics
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a simulated pp → tt̄H event [1]. The hard scatter is produces
the top quarks and Higgs bosons (red circles) and additional QCD radiation (red). The
final state partons produced from the tt̄H decays hadronize (light green) and decay (dark
green). A secondary interaction occurs (purple) and photon radiation occurs at multiple
stages (yellow).
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Figure 4.2: Track reconstruction efficiency for loose and tight identification as a function of
η (left) and track pT (right).
objects become powerful tools in an analysis to identify new physics or precisely measure
SM properties.
4.2.1 Tracks
As charged particles move through the ID, energy is deposited within each layer, the
IBL, pixel, SCT, and TRT. By combining the different hits within the layers of the ID using
pattern recognition algorithms, the complete four-vector information of particle tracks is
reconstructed [57]. Here, detector hits refers to measured signals produced in the detector
during a pp collision. A fitting procedure tests the compatibility between the reconstructed
tracks with predicted track patterns developed under certain hypotheses (pion or electron)
to quantify the quality of the track reconstruction [58]. Additionally, the magnetic field
generated by the solenoid bends particles in the ID, allowing for the discrimination between
positively and negatively charged objects. Based on the number of hits in different layers
of the ID, tracks are categorized into two groups, loose and tight, to reduce contamination
from backgrounds. The η and pT dependence on the efficiency for track reconstruction in
these two categories is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Interaction points, known as primary vertices PVs, are identified using the reconstructed
tracks. The PVs are crucial to the reconstruction of physics objects for matching the objects
associated with the hard scatter. An iterative procedure matches tracks to PV candidates
and discards tracks that are not significantly associated with that vertex. The discarded
tracks are then used to fit a new primary vertex. This process continues until at least two
tracks are matched to each PV. The PV defined to be the hard scatter has the largest sum
of p2T over all associated tracks.
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4.2.2 Electrons
Inputs from both the ECAL, HCAL, and ID are used to reconstruct and identify electrons
within the detector region |η| < 2.47 of the ATLAS detector [59]. The analyses presented
here use electrons for triggers and T T̄ reconstruction, see Sect. 5.1, or to veto events, see
Sect. 5.2. Multiple steps are considered for electron reconstruction, beginning with seed-
cluster reconstruction [60]. In the η− φ space, a sliding window compatible with the ECAL
granularity, a size of 3×5 in units of 0.025×0.025, searches for deposits of energy within
the window that contain ET > 2.5 GeV. If duplicate seeds are identified, the seed with the
smaller transverse energy is discarded. ID tracks, extrapolated to the middle layer of the
ECAL, are matched in the η − φ space to the ECAL seed’s barycenter, with effects from
bremsstrahlung and precision hits in the SCT considered in the matching requirements. If
no tracks are matched to a seed, the cluster is discarded from electron reconstruction. If
more than one track is matched to a seed, a primary track is identified considering the
distance to the seed barycenter, number of pixel and SCT detector hits. After matching at
least one track to a calorimeter seed, the cluster is re-formed using a larger window of 3×7
(5×5) in the barrel (endcap). Once the reconstruction is complete, the energy associated to
electron candidates is calibrated considering information from the presampler and an MC-
based analysis. The electron position information, η and φ, is calculated using the primary
track while the electron energy is determined by its ECAL cluster. To reduce the amount of
non-prompt electrons, e.g., hadronic jets or photons, the electron’s primary track must be
associated with the primary vertex, satisfying |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm and |d0/σd0| < 5.
Electron candidates are identified using a MC-based likelihood ratio L to discriminate







where ~x represents the vector of all 20 input variables used to discriminate signal and back-
ground electrons and P(S,B),i is the probability density function for the i
th input variable
for signal (S, derived from Z → ee events) or background (B, derived from dijet events).
Some of these input variables include hadronic leakage, primary track quality, cluster infor-
mation from different parts of the ECAL, and track-cluster matching. L is parameterized as
a function of η and ET to maintain signal efficiency in different regions of the detector and
for higher energy electrons, which deposit more of their energy in the deeper layers of the
calorimeter. Additionally, L depends on the number of reconstructed vertices in the event,
removing sensitivity to pile-up conditions. From simulated Z → ee and dijet events, the
signal efficiency and corresponding background rejection are defined, allowing analyzers to
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Figure 4.3: Identification efficiency in simulated Z → ee (left) and dijet (right) events for
the recommended likelihood working points.
apply a selection on L to select electrons for analysis. Three levels are recommended for use
in analyses: loose, medium, and tight. The relative identification efficiencies in simulation
for each working point are shown in Fig. 4.3 as a function of ET . The efficiencies for re-
construction and identification in both Data and MC are shown in Fig. 4.4. The difference
between Data and MC results in a scale factor applied to simulated events to correct for the
mis-modeling.
In addition to the identification criteria described above, electrons can also have an iso-
lation requirement applied to reduce contamination from background electrons that may be
non-prompt or mis-identified jets. Electron isolation is determined separately for the track
and calorimeter components of the electron to determine the amount of activity near the elec-
tron. Calorimeter isolation, EconeT , first sums the transverse energies of clusters within a cone
of radius R = 0.2 around the electron. The energy within a rectangle ∆η×∆φ = 0.125×0.175
centered on the electron barycenter is then subtracted. Finally, corrections for energy leak-
age, event-level pileup and underlying event are applied to determine a final isolation value
for EconeT . Track isolation is based on the pT of tracks that are not associated with, but are
reconstructed near the electron. The isolation pconeT sums the pT of the tracks within a cone of
radiusR = min(0.02, 10/ET [GeV]) of the primary track. Similarly, p
varcone
T (Rmax) uses a cone
of radius R = min(10/pT [GeV], Rmax) and the isolation must satisfy p
varcone
T (Rmax) < Ip
`
T,
where I is a constant defined by the specific working point, and p`T is the lepton pT. Re-
quirements on the track and calorimeter isolation, including E`T− or p`T−dependent param-
eterizations, can increase the purity of signal electrons for analyses sensitive to non-prompt
electrons.
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Figure 4.4: Reconstruction and identification efficiency of electrons in 2015 Data and MC
events for each likelihood working point as a function of ET (left) and η (right).
4.2.3 Muons
Muons are reconstructed using ID tracks with information from the MS in the central
region, |η| < 2.5, of the ATLAS detector [61]. Muons are used throughout the analyses
presented here to either select events and reconstruct the T T̄ system, see Sect. 5.1, or as a
veto to select fully hadronic final states, see Sect. 5.2. Within the MS, a search for detector
hits in the MDT, CSC, RPC, and TGC first identifies segments. A fit of the segments across
different layers results in the identification of muon track candidates. Segments found in the
middle layers of the MS initially seed track candidates, which is extended to the innermost
and outermost layers. In the track fitting procedure, criteria on the hit multiplicity and
fit quality of segments improves the reconstruction. Additionally, at least two segments
are required to build a track candidate except in the barrel-endcap overlap region, where a
single high-quality segment with both η and φ information is acceptable to build a track.
An overlap removal ensures that the same segment is not applied to multiple muon tracks
unless two tracks share at most two out of three segments. Finally, a global χ2 fit determines
if a track candidate is accepted or rejected.
With the MS and ID track candidates identified, four types of muon reconstruction are
performed: combined (CB) muons require a matching ID track and MS track, the combina-
tion of an ID track and only segments and no track in the MS results in segment tagged (ST)
muons, extrapolated (ME) muons have no ID track to match the MS track (most common for
2.5 < |η| < 2.7 where no ID tracks exist), and calorimeter tagged (CT) muons lack an MS
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track and segments but have an ID track matched to calorimeter deposits consistent with a
minimum-ionizing particle.
After muon candidates have been reconstructed and categorized as one of the four muon
types described above, identification criteria improves the rejection against muons produced
from hadron decays, e.g., pions or kaons, and maintains a high-efficiency for prompt muons.
Muon identification criteria includes a measure of the consistency between q/p for muons in
the ID and MS (‘q/p significance’), the pT balance of the MS and ID tracks relative to the
combined pT (ρ
′), and the χ2 of the combined track fit. Four identification working points
exist for analyses to apply: loose, medium, tight, and high-pT. The defined working points
are inclusive, e.g., medium is a subset of loose, except for the high-pT working point which
has been defined primarily for analyses searching for high mass resonances. All four muon
types are used for the loose identification. CT and ST muons are only included in the region
|η| < 0.1 and ME muons are only used for the |η| > 2.5 regions. CB muons are selected
in |η| < 2.5 with requirements on the number of hits in the MDT and q/p significance.
Medium muons are a subset of the loose muons that only consist of the CB muons described
in loose working point. Tight muons must also pass the medium selection with more stringent
requirements on the number of hits in the MS and χ2 fit. A two-dimensional selection on the
q/p significance and ρ′ as a function of muon pT further improves rejection of background
muons while reducing the signal efficiency, compared to the medium working point. High-pT
muons are identified from CB muons that pass the medium selection with strict requirements
on the number hits in select regions of the MS. The muon pT resolution is maximized for
pT > 1.5 TeV relative to the other defined working points. Furthermore, the tracks associated
to a selected µ must satisfy |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm and |d0/σd0| < 3. The efficiency for different
working points and as a function of pT is provided in Fig. 4.5.
In addition, the relative isolation of muons with respect to other activity in the detec-
tor can also be used in muon identification and reconstruction. Through a harmonization
effort within the ATLAS collaboration, the muon isolation definitions are identical to those
described for electrons in Sect. 4.2.2.
4.2.4 Photons and Tau Leptons
Photons and τ leptons are not considered in the analyses presented in this dissertation.
The following section contains a brief overview of photon [62] and τ lepton [63] identification
and reconstruction.
Photon reconstruction uses a similar method as described for electrons in Sect. 4.2.2.
Converted photons are identified by oppositely charged tracks that are associated with an
ECAL cluster. The tracks associated with the ECAL cluster must also be collinear at the
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Figure 4.5: Reconstruction and identification efficiency of muons in 2015 Data and MC
events as a function of η (left) and muon pT (right).
production vertex and have properties consistent with electrons. If a single track is matched
to an ECAL cluster but does not contain hits in the innermost layer of the pixel detector,
it can be considered a converted photon rather than an electron. ECAL clusters without
associated tracks are classified as unconverted photons. To first classify photon candidates
as signal or background, isolation requirements are imposed on the ECAL cluster. The same
isolation requirements definitions in Sect. 4.2.2 are applied, where the cone radius is fixed
to 0.2 rather than pT or ET dependent, and a selection on the isolation quantities increases
signal purity. Furthermore, non-prompt photons, e.g., hadronic decays, are distinguished
from prompt photons using properties of the ECAL shower structure, including hadronic
leakage, ratio of cell energies within ECAL layers, and width of the shower in different
layers. The selection is optimized separately for converted and unconverted photons and in
different bins of η to account for material changes in the detector.
Reconstruction of τ leptons primarily focuses on the hadronic decays of τ leptons. The
leptonic decays result in electrons or muons with missing transverse momentum that can be
identified using the methodology described in Sects. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. Hadronic τ decays are
classified based on the number of charged pions, 1– or 3–pronged (1 or 3 associated tracks),
produced in the final state. These decays are reconstructed using the same algorithms as jet
reconstruction, described in Sect. 4.2.5, as they rely upon energy deposits in the HCAL. The
τ lepton vertex may not coincide with the designated primary vertex in the event, and thus
the τ vertex is chosen as that which maximizes the sum of the pT
2 of tracks associated to
the vertex candidate among all vertex candidates that are geometrically matched to a given
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candidate cluster. Tracks are associated to a τ candidate if they are within a cone of radius
0.2 around the τ axis. The number of tracks assigned to a τ candidate are used to classify
the τ decay topology. Finally, τ lepton identification relies on a multi-variate technique that
uses information concerning τ candidate properties such as the energy distribution, track
momenta, and angular separation of track candidates. Inputs to the multi-variate analysis
are dependent on the classification of a τ candidate as either 1– or 3–pronged.
4.2.5 Jets
In the ATLAS detector, collimated sprays of particles that are produced from the hadroniza-
tion of quarks are referred to as jets. Unlike the previous discussions of reconstructed physics
objects, jets do not represent a particle in the SM. Instead, jets are used as a tool to rep-
resent quarks and gluons produced directly in the pp collisions or from hadronic decays of
heavy objects like the electroweak or Higgs bosons, top quarks, or new physics. Combining
information from the calorimeters and ID provides an estimation of the four-momentum of
the particle that originated the shower. The choice of the jet definition, and assumptions
therein, influences the analysis and interpretation of results. Jets are used throughout the
analyses presented in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2 to identify the decays of heavy objects produced by
VLQs and discriminate against SM backgrounds.
In the first step towards jet reconstruction, calorimeter cells are topologically combined to
form topo-clusters [64]. Topo-cluster formation begins with determining the cell significance
for each calorimeter cell. The cell significance is defined as the ratio of the energy measured
in the cell EEMcell and the average noise level σ
EM
noise,cell, see Eq. 4.2, where the cell energy is
measured at the EM scale and the noise level is simulated using input from run 1 data with





Cells that have ςEMcell > S, where S is optimized based on test-beam experiments, are
referred to as seed cells. 1 Once all seed cells have been identified, the topological clustering
begins. Cells adjacent to a seed cell, within the same layer or adjacent layers that overlap
in (η,φ), are combined with the seed cells to form proto-clusters. If a non-seed cell in the
proto-cluster satisfies ςEMcell > N , for N < S, its neighboring cells are also combined into
the proto-cluster. This procedure continues iteratively until the last cells combined into the
proto-cluster do not satisfy ςEMcell > N . The final structure of a topo-cluster consists of three
1For run 2, topo-clusters are forbidden from being seeded by the presampler layers. This restricts jet
formation from low-energy particles that do not penetrate the calorimeters.
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levels of cells, seed cells ςEMcell > S, growth cells ς
EM
cell > N , and boundary cells ς
EM
cell > 0.
The boundary cells are responsible for collecting any energy not contained in the seed and
boundary cells. The cell significances are set to S = 4 and N = 2, where the values are
derived from optimizations of the calorimeter response and the relative energy resolution for
charged pions in test-beam experiments [65]. Lastly, topo-clusters that contain two or more
local maxima, EEMcell > 500 MeV, are split in three dimensions along the boundary between
the maxima to create separate topo-clusters. To construct the four-momentum of the topo-
cluster, the total energy is the sum of the energy in all cells, the mass is set to zero, and the
angles are set to the barycenter of the topo-cluster.
Once the topo-clusters have been defined, they are clustered together using the anti-kt
clustering algorithm [66,67]. The anti-kt algorithm is a sequential combination algorithm that
is infrared and collinear safe. ATLAS uses the open source FastJet software library [68] to
facilitate interpretation and comparison of experimental results within the research commu-
nity. Distance measures are defined for all topo-clusters, diB, and between all topo-clusters











where R is the radius parameter, ∆2ij ≡ (yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2, and n = −1 for the anti-kt
algorithm. Jets with R ≤ 0.6 are referred to as small-radius (small-R) jets and those with
R > 0.6 are referred to as large-radius (large-R) jets. The clustering sequence begins by
identifying the smallest value dij or diB. If dij < diB, topo-clusters i and j are combined. If
diB < dij, the topo-cluster is removed from the clustering sequence and identified as a jet.
This process continues until all topo-clusters have been identified as jets. The reconstructed
jet clustering sequence uses topo-clusters as inputs, but any four-vector object can be passed
to the clustering algorithm. Truth particle inputs result in truth jets and track jets are built
from individual tracks.
The measured properties of jets do not correctly reflect the underlying process due to
extra activity in the calorimeter and other detector effects. A jet energy calibration corrects
for these effects [69]. Depending on the radius parameter of the jet, a different calibration
is applied. The following sections detail the calibration procedure for small-R jets and then
large-R jets.
Small-R jets are first corrected in pT for pile-up based on the jet area. The pT density
for each jet is defined as pT/A, where A is the jet area defined by ghost-association [70],
where particles of negligible energy and momentum are uniformly placed throughout the
(η,φ) space of the detector and included in the clustering procedure with topo-clusters. The
median pT density of all jets is then used to correct the jet pT and is shown for select values of
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NPV and µ in Fig. 4.6. Additional corrections for the number of primary vertices and average
number of pp collisions per bunch crossing, which were found to be linearly independent in
run 1, yield the final reconstructed jet pT. Once the jet pT has been corrected, jets undergo
a simulation-based energy and η calibration. The average energy response Ereco/Etruth for
geometrically matched reconstructed and truth jets is used to correct the jet energy as a
function of the detector position ηdet. Fig. 4.7 shows the energy response for different truth
energy values as a function of ηdet.
Figure 4.6: Median pT density for jets under two NPV scenarios and a single bin of µ.
Figure 4.7: Jet energy response for different truth energy values as a function of ηdet.
After these calibrations have been applied, a residual difference in properties of the
transverse and longitudinal components of the jets is still observed. A global sequential
calibration is applied to five observables, excluding correlations between them, to correct for
properties of jets, namely the particle composition and shower shape. Finally, the difference
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between data and MC prediction is corrected for events where jets are balanced against a
well-known physics object, e.g., photon or Z boson.
Jets from the hard scatter are differentiated from jets produced by pile-up events using
the Jet Vertex Tagger (JVT) algorithm [71]. The JVT discriminant is constructed as a
two-dimensional likelihood in the corrJVF−RpT plane. The corrJVF matches the tracks
associated to each jet with different vertices in the collision, independent of pile-up in the
event. RpT is defined as the scalar sum of the pT of all tracks associated to the jet, normalized
to the total jet pT, that are matched to the primary vertex. The classification of the nearest
neighbors to the jet in the corrJVF−RpT determines the likelihood that a given jet will be
classified as originating from the hard-scatter or pile-up.
Topo-clusters are classified as being electromagnetic or hadronic using shower shapes
and energy densities using local cluster weighting method. A calibration dependent on the
classification properly corrects for detector effects that result in a mis-measurement of jet
energy. Large-R jets are then built using the calibrated topo-clusters as inputs to the anti-kt
algorithm with R = 1.0.
After large-R jets are formed, a trimming procedure reduces sensitivity to pile-up and
other soft energy that contaminates the jet [72]. To trim the large-R jets, schematically
represented in Fig. 4.8, the jet constituents are clustered into R = 0.2 subjets using the kt
algorithm [73, 74], n = 1 in Eq. 4.3. Any subjet that has a pT below fcut = 5% of the total
large-R jet pT is removed. The subjet radius parameter and trimming threshold fcut were
optimized using simulated W/Z boson and dijet events [75].
Figure 4.8: Jet trimming procedure for large-R jets. In ATLAS, Rsub = 0.2 and fcut=5%.
The jet energy and mass of trimmed large-R jets are calibrated using a similar treatment
as small-R jets [69]. Corrections pertaining to pile-up, number of primary vertices, or inter-
actions per bunch crossing are not applied to large-R jets because the trimming procedure
removes such dependencies on the jet energy and mass. In addition to the energy calibra-
tion, the large-R mass is also calibrated using a MC-based technique. The jet mass response
mreco/mtruth is determined from reconstructed and truth-level jets that are geometrically
matched in the detector. The offset of the mean of the Gaussian fit to the jet mass response
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Figure 4.9: Performance of b-tagging algorithms shown for light-jet rejection (left) and c-jet
rejection (right) as a function of signal efficiency.
from one is then used to correct the large-R jet mass, parameterized as a function of the jet
m/pT.
4.2.5.1 b-Tagging
In the ATLAS detector, b-quarks will hadronize into B-hadrons and travel distances
O(mm) before decaying. The long lifetime results in displaced vertices and larger impact
parameters associated with the B-hadron that can be used to tag b-quarks. A small-R jet is
identified as originating from the hadronization of a b quark, referred to as b-tagged, using
the mv2c10 discriminant [76]. A multivariate approach to identify b-quarks results in the
best signal efficiency and background rejection. The discriminant mv2c10 uses information
from the jet kinematics, impact parameters, secondary vertex parameters, and topology of
the hypothesized decay chain [77]. Simulated events composed of with 90% light flavor
quarks and 10% c-quark decays are used to maximize background rejection. Events from
simulated tt̄ events provide signal jets in the training procedure. The performance of the b-
tagging algorithms are shown in Fig. 4.9. VLQ decays are expected to produce real b-quarks
directly, e.g., T → Wb, or indirectly, e.g., T → Ht → (bb)(Wb). The b-tagging of small-R
jets improves background rejection of processes that do not produce many real b-quarks, e.g,
multi-jet, and enhances the sensitivity to new physics.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between Data and MC for TST EmissT (left) and the E
miss
T RMS as
a function of the number of primary vertices (right).
4.2.6 Missing transverse momentum
For a given reconstructed event, the magnitude of the negative vector sum of the pT





















i , i = x, y
(4.4)
An extra term, added to account for soft energy in the event that is not associated to
any of the selected objects, is calculated from ID tracks matched to the primary vertex. The
track-based soft term (TST) reduces the EmissT dependence on pile-up. The performance of
EmissT in early 2016 data are shown in Fig. 4.10. Good agreement between data and prediction
is achieved across a wide range of EmissT and number of primary vertices.
In the analyses presented in this dissertation, EmissT is used to reject multi-jet events,
see Sect. 5.1, and in the data-driven background estimation for multi-jet events, see Sect. 5.2.
Additionally, the analysis described in Sect. 5.2 uses EmissT to maintain orthogonality with a
separate VLQ search at ATLAS [2].
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CHAPTER V
Searches for Vector-like Quarks
The following two sections describe separate, but similar, analyses searching for pair
production of VLQs. Additionally, the analyses are orthogonal by construction in the number
of leptons in the final state. The first analysis, T T̄ → Wb+X [48], uses a dataset collected
in 2015 and 2016 with an integrated luminosity of 14.7 fb−1. The T → Wb decay mode
is targeted using the one lepton final state. The second analysis, T T̄/BB̄ → jets, uses the
full dataset collected in 2015 and 2016 with an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1. The
fully hadronic final state exploits that large branching ratio of boson decays to quarks and
complements the existing one and multi-lepton final state searches in ATLAS. In the following
sections, the mass of the VLQ at truth-level, i.e., generated by simulation, is written as mT ,
mB, or generically as mVLQ.
5.1 T T̄ → Wb+X
The analysis strategy is optimized for a signal hypothesis of two top-like VLQs that decay
to T T̄ → Wb+X, where X = Wb,Zt,Ht. In this signal scenario, single lepton final states
have strong sensitivity due to the relatively large branching ratio and clean signature against
the multi-jet background in pp collisions. Among the other 1-lepton analyses searching for
VLQs, Ht + X [2] and Zt + X [3], the final state Wb + X was selected because of the
dominant branching ratio in the singlet scenario, highlighted in Fig. 2.4. The representation
from Protos assumes a branching ratio of 0 in the doublet scenario, but this is not an
explicit constraint on all models that include VLQs, and some sensitivity to doublet models
is expected.
The lepton, e or µ, is assumed to have been produced by the W boson from the T decay
and the events are identified with the un-prescaled single lepton triggers. The dominant SM
tt̄ background is significantly reduced by splitting the analysis into orthogonal boosted and
resolved channels. The requirement of a large-R jet identified as a W boson distinguishes
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the boosted and resolved scenarios. Non-tt̄ backgrounds, such as W+jets and Z+jets, are
reduced by requiring multiple b-tagged small-R jets. The neutrino is reconstructed using
the lepton, EmissT , and assuming the W mass constraint. Events are categorized based on
the scalar sum of the transverse momentum of all reconstructed objects ST and the angular
separation between the lepton and the neutrino ∆R(`, ν). Finally, a profile likelihood fit
is performed using the reconstructed VLQ mass to extract the excluded cross section as
a function of the T mass and branching ratios. In this section, the reconstructed leptonic
(hadronic) VLQ mass is written as mlepT (m
had
T ) to distinguish this quantity from the truth-
level VLQ mass, mT .
5.1.1 Data and Simulated Samples
The analyzed dataset combines the full recorded data from 2015 with the data collected
until the end of August 2016 with the ATLAS experiment. This corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 14.7±0.4 fb−1. Only data collected when all detector components were fully
operational are considered for this analysis.
5.1.1.1 Signal production
Simulated T T̄ events are generated with the leading-order (LO) generator Protos
v2.2 [47] using the NNPDF2.3 LO PDF set and passed to Pythia 8.186 [79] for parton
showering and fragmentation. The A14 [80] set of optimized parameters for the underlying
event description using the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set is used. VLQs are produced in the SU(2)
singlet model, but are forced to decay with a branching ratio of 1/3 to each of the three
modes (Wb, Zt, and Ht). Arbitrary sets of branching ratios consistent with the three decay
modes summing to unity are obtained by re-weighting the samples using particle-level infor-
mation. This is accomplished by weighting events by (BR(T → A) × BR(T̄ → B))/(1/9),
where T → A and T̄ → B (A,B = Wb, Zt, and Ht) are the actual decay modes that took
place in the event, and BR(T → X), BR(T̄ → Y ) are the desired branching ratios. The
branching ratios for a given model vary as a function of VLQ mass, as shown in Fig. 2.4 for
three possible models. Fig. 2.4 also shows the increase in VLQ production cross sections due
to the increase in centre-of-mass energy in run 2. In all simulated samples used in this search,
the top quark and SM Higgs boson masses are set to 172.5 GeV and 125 GeV, respectively.
VLQ samples are produced for hypothetical masses of 500, 600, 700-1200 (steps of 50
GeV), 1300, and 1400 GeV. The pair production cross sections vary from 3.38 ± 0.25 pb
(mT = 500 GeV) to 3.50 ± 0.43 fb (mT = 1400 GeV), computed using top++ v2.0 [44] at
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD, shown in Fig. 2.3. The calculations include
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resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft gluon terms, and using the MSTW
2008 NNLO set of parton distribution functions (PDF). Theoretical uncertainties result from
variations on the factorization and renormalization scales, as well as from uncertainties on
the PDF and αS. The latter two represent the largest contributions to the overall theoretical
uncertainty on the cross section and were calculated using the PDF4LHC [81] prescription
with the MSTW 2008 68% CL NNLO, CT10 NNLO [82, 83] and NNPDF2.3 5f FFN PDF
sets [84].
5.1.1.2 Background production
The main SM backgrounds considered in this analysis are tt̄, W+jets, Z+jets, diboson,
single top, and tt̄+ V . QCD multi-jet events also have a small contribution to the analysis,
but these contributions are estimated using data-driven methods, as described in Sect. 5.1.4.
The tt̄ MC samples are generated by Powheg-Box +Pythia 6 [85, 86], with a one-
lepton filter. using the Perugia2012 tune [87] for the showering and the CT10 PDF set,
and setting the hdamp parameter to the mass of the top-quark. Additional samples are used
to evaluate modeling uncertainties on the tt̄ sample, which are generated using Powheg-
Box +Herwig ++ [88] and aMC@NLO+Herwig ++. Further, Powheg-Box +Pythia 6
samples are generated varying the factorization and normalization scale by 2 and 0.5, as well
as the NLO radiation factor, hdamp, between mtop (172.5 GeV) and twice mtop.
Single top production (Wt−, s−, and t−channel) is also generated by Powheg-Box
+Pythia 6, using the Perugia2012 tune for the showering and the CT10 PDF set.
The W+jets, Z+jets, and diboson (WW ,WZ,ZZ) samples use the Sherpa v2.2 gen-
erator [89] with the CT10 PDF set. To improve the number of MC statistics available
for analysis, the W/Z+jets samples are produced in slices of pT(W/Z) with filters on the
heavy-flavor content (light-quarks, c-quarks, b-quarks).
The tt̄+ V background is modeled using samples produced with Madgraph +Pythia
8 [90]. The contribution of tt̄+ V events to the event selection is very small.
The MC samples are based on a full GEANT4 simulation of the ATLAS detector [55, 91]
and are reconstructed using the same analysis chain as the data, described in Sect. IV.
5.1.2 Event Selection
Selections on the simulated samples and data are applied to enhance the expected signal
acceptance to background rejection, and thus the overall sensitivity to discovery. These se-
lections are applied in multiple steps to ensure a thorough understanding of all SM processes
that produce final states similar to that of our expected signal. In this analysis, the event
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selection is optimized using MC samples described in Sect. 5.1.1. The final signal region is
defined after performing the full statistical analysis, including systematic uncertainties, over
different options using MC-only and maximizing the expected limit on the VLQ mass with
BR(T → Wb) = 100%.
Initially, a baseline is chosen such that all backgrounds can be thoroughly examined and
software frameworks can be validated across different analyses (most analyses use a common
analysis framework with custom extensions relevant for their analysis that need to be cross-
checked). Events must pass one of the unprescaled single lepton (e or µ) triggers listed in
Table 5.1. A logical OR of all triggers is applied for selecting the events. Multiple triggers
differ in their relative pT thresholds and identification criteria to recover events with leptons
in different topologies and kinematic regions.
Table 5.1: Single lepton triggers applied for the T T̄ → Wb+X analysis. There are separate
triggers for 2015 and 2016 due to the different LHC pp collision configurations, e.g., instan-
taneous luminosity. These triggers are common among single lepton analyses in the ATLAS
Top Working Group.
Year Lepton Flavor HLT Triggers (logical OR)
2015 Electron e24 lhmedium L1EM20VH,
e60 lhmedium, e120 lhloose
2016 Electron e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose,
e60 lhmedium nod0, e140 lhloose nod0
2015 Muon mu20 iloose L1MU15, mu50
2016 Muon mu26 ivarmedium, mu50
After an event is selected by the triggers, the events must pass requirements on the data
quality and the existence of at least one primary vertex (see Sect. 4.2.1). Next, the physics
objects are reconstructed according to the working points described in Sect. 4.2. In this
analysis, electrons are used if they satisfy the tight likelihood working point, a pT-dependent
isolation (≡‘gradient isolation’) that maintains an efficiency of ε = (0.1143 × pT[ GeV] +
92.14)%, and a pT above 25 GeV. Muons are identified with the medium working point, the
gradient isolation, and a minimum pT of 25 GeV. Small-R jets must have pT > 25 GeV and
|η| < 2.5. Selected jets that are centrally-located (|η| < 2.4) with low-pT (pT < 60 GeV)
must satisfy JVT> 0.59. A small-R jet is considered b-tagged if it satisfies the 77% efficiency
working point of the mv2c10 algorithm. The trimmed large-R jets are only required to pass
a simple kinematic selection of pT > 200 GeV, mass larger than 50 GeV, and |η| < 2.0.
The different kinds of physics objects are reconstructed independently and it is possible
for two different objects, e.g., electrons and jets, to duplicate detector information and result
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in double-counting energy. To prevent these issues, an overlap removal procedure is applied
to leptons and jets using their relative separation in the detector ∆R(`, jet). If the selected
electron is reconstructed within ∆R(e, jet) < 0.2 of a given jet, the jet is removed from the
event. However, if the electron is reconstructed within 0.2 < ∆R(e, jet) < 0.4 of a jet, the
electron is removed from the event. A pT-dependent overlap removal working point is applied
to muons and jets to recover high–pT muons produced near hadronic activity. Muons are




and jets are removed if one of the two
following conditions is met:
1. The jet has less than 3 tracks (pT> 500 MeV) associated to the primary vertex





2. The muon ID track is ghost associated to the jet or ∆R(µ, jet) < 0.2
where sumTrkPt500is the sum of the pT of all tracks with pT > 500 MeV. No overlap removal
procedure is applied between large-R jets and other objects in the detector.
The final step of the baseline selection requires exactly one lepton (electron or muon) also
identified by the trigger, and if the event contains three small-R jets, an additional large-R
jet is required, otherwise only four small-R jets are required. The final states are referred to
as e+jets (µ+jets) if the lepton is an electron (muon) and `+ jets if no distinction between
lepton flavor is made.
Data and MC comparisons in a tt̄–rich final state of at least four jets and two b-tagged
jets are shown in Fig. 5.1. These distributions are used to compare the data and prediction
with systematic uncertainties for the lepton pT, transverse mass of the W bosons
1, pT of the
leading b-tagged jet, and EmissT . The green bands include all detector-related and tt̄ modeling
uncertainties described in Sect. 5.1.5.
After the baseline selection, the neutrino, ν, is reconstructed using the EmissT and identified
lepton, `, by requiring the lepton-neutrino system to have an invariant mass equal to mW =

























y. In the case of two real solutions, the one with a smaller
absolute value is used. However, many events in the relevant phase space are found to




T (1− cos ∆φ(`, EmissT ))
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Figure 5.1: Data to MC comparison plots of ` + jets events for the lepton pT (top left),
transverse mass of the W boson (top right), leading b-tagged jet pT (bottom left), and E
miss
T
(bottom right). The green band includes MC statistics, all tt̄ modeling, and detector-related
systematic uncertainties.
produce two imaginary solutions. The challenge is thus to determine a real solution that
most closely reproduces the truth neutrino. The following algorithms were tested:
- “Real Only”: Take only the real part of the solution.
- “Co-linear”: Assume the neutrino is co-linear with the charged lepton, ην = η` and
φν = φ`.
- “modCo-linear”: Assume the neutrino has the same η as the lepton ην = η` and
φν = φmiss
- “Rotation”: Rotate φmiss until the solution is real.
- “scaleMET”: Scale EmissT until the solution is real. E
miss
T
- “Default”: Use TMinuit to find the pνx and p
ν
y that result in a real solution to the mass
requirement with the minimum change in pνT.
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- “TMinuit”: A Python implementation of “Default” used for validation.
Fig. 5.2 shows the agreement between the truth and reconstructed neutrino pz and pT for
each method. It was found the “Default” reconstruction method best reproduces the true
neutrino pT and pz.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of different neutrino reconstruction methods to the truth values for
neutrino pz (left) and pT (right).
To further improve the signal to background ratio, additional selection is required. In this
next phase, the selection is optimized assuming a unity branching ratio BR(T → Wb) = 1.
This particular selection is referred to as the loose selection.
The selection is motivated from considerations of the signal and background topologies
and kinematics. In the T T̄ decays, real b-quarks are produced, unlike SM processes involving
light-flavor jets, and expected to be reconstructed as b-tagged small-R jets. Decays of VLQs
will deposit large amounts of energy in the detector, ST ∼ 2mVLQ, where ST is defined
as the scalar sum of all small-R jet pT, lepton pT, and E
miss
T in the event. Signal-like
events are assumed to have a topology consistent with a leptonically decaying W boson,
where the lepton and neutrino will be reconstructed relatively close together and the high-pT
neutrino will be responsible for the EmissT . This selection also identifies two kinematic regimes
for consideration, boosted and resolved, distinguished by the treatment of the hadronically
decaying W boson, Whad ≡ W → qq̄′. The following cuts are applied to select events for
further analysis:
- EmissT > 60 GeV
- At least one Whad candidate
- At least one b-tagged small-R jet
- ∆R(`, ν) < 0.8
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- ST> 1200 GeV
The boosted region targets VLQ masses & 1 TeV where the decay products are created
with pT > 200 GeV in more than 90% of events and Whad can not be efficiently reconstructed
using small-R jets. Instead, large-R jets are used to capture the decay products of Whad.
A key distinction between SM tt̄ → WbWb and BSM T T̄ → WbWb is the mass of the
particles producing the W bosons and b-quarks. Top quarks can be produced with high–
pT and the decay products (W ,b) merge into a single large-R jet. T quarks are produced
with low transverse momentum and decay to boosted W bosons and b-quarks that are
well-separated in the detector ∆R(W, b) ∼ π. Large-R jets are identified as W bosons
using a custom implementation of the 50% signal efficiency W and top taggers provided by
the ATLAS collaboration [75, 92]. A combination of substructure variables, Dβ=12 [93, 94],
τwta32 [95,96], and mass are used to distinguish between jets that are W bosons and top quarks.












































pT,k ×min(δR1k, δR2k, ..., δRNk) (5.4)
where the sum runs over the constituents k and δRik is the distance between subjet i and k.
In the “winner-take-all” (wta) scheme, the direction of the highest–pT topo-cluster within
each kT (R = 0.2) subjet of the large-R jet, defined from the trimming procedure, is used
in the distance calculation rather than the direction of the subjet. Both the W– and top–
tagging methods maintain a constant tagging efficiency as a function of the large-R jet pT.
The W tagger places a large-R jet into one of four categories depending on the mass and
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substructure: fails identification (category 0), passes only Dβ=12 (category 1), passes only
mass (category 2), or passes both Dβ=12 and jet mass (category 3). The top tagger simply
determines if a jet passes or fails the requirements on τwta32 and jet mass. For the boosted
region, the large-R jet is considered tagged if it falls into the W tagging categories 1, 2, or 3
and fails the top tagging identification. The top-tag veto significantly reduces the dominant
SM tt̄ background relative to the T T̄ signal. If more than one large-R jet satisfies these
requirements, the jet with mass closest to the W boson is selected.
In the T T̄ topology it is possible for objects from the leptonically decaying T to be
reconstructed near the large-R jet (e.g., the b-quark from the leptonically decaying VLQ
may be reconstructed within the same large-R jet as Whad). In such instances, it becomes
possible to mis-identify Whad because the large-R jet no longer maintains the properties of
an isolated W boson. The standard tagger performance suffers in VLQ events because the
large-R jets contain energy from objects other than Whad. This quantify the impact of this
effect, large-R jets from VLQ events are selected if they are reconstructed close to the truth
W that decays hadronically, ∆R(large-R jet, W truthhad ) < 0.75 and studied as a function of
the separation between the truth hadronically-decaying W , W truthhad , and the truth b-quark




lep ). Both of the large-R
jet substructure variables Dβ=12 and τ
wta





compared to ∆R(W truthhad , b
truth
lep )> 1.0. When the b
truth
lep overlaps with the W
truth
had , the energy
from each object is contained in the same large-R jet and this results in a more three-
pronged than two-pronged jet substructure (τwta32 → 0.0) and Dβ=12 identifies that the jet is
no longer two-pronged. Additionally, the mass for large-R jets is vastly different in events
with ∆R(W truthhad , b
truth
lep )< 1.0. For separations beyond 1.0, the b
truth
lep is typically reconstructed
as a small-R jet outside the large-R jet and the distributions for all substructure variables
is constant, as shown in Fig. 5.3 for T T̄ (mT = 1 TeV) events. The efficiencies for tagging
large-R jets as a function of ∆R(W truthhad , b
truth
lep ) are shown in Fig. 5.1.2. The efficiencies for
the different categories for the W -tagger are plotted separately (=1, =2, =3), together (> 0),
and alongside the top tagger efficiency. A similar trend as shown in the substructure plots
exists in the tagging efficiency curves. For ∆R(W truthhad , b
truth
lep )< 1.0 the efficiency for tagging
the large-R jet as a W boson in categories 2 or 3, where the large-R jet mass is high, is
approximately 0. The jet W -tagging efficiency for substructure only (= 1) and top tagger
perform well in this regime as the large-R jet has a high mass (near the top quark) and a
three-pronged structure. The W-tagger returns to its nominal efficiency of 50% and the top-
tagger has a very low efficiency (<15%) for ∆R(W truthhad , b
truth
lep )> 1.0, indicating the W bosons
produced from VLQ decays are well-isolated. If there are multiple large-R jets passing the
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above criteria, the jet with a mass closest to the W boson mass is identified as Whad of the
event.
The resolved region complements the boosted region by targeting lower mass T T̄ events
where two small-R jets are used to identify Whad. This region also recovers events missed in
the boosted region due to the large-R jet tagging requirements. At least four small-R jets
and no large-R jet that passes the boosted criteria are required. Two small-R jets, j1 and j2,
that satisfy ∆R(j1, j2) < 1.2 are used to identify Whad. If there are multiple pairs of small-R
jets passing the above selection, the pair (j1, j2) with invariant mass closest to the W mass
is chosen as the Whad of the event. Either j1 or j2, but not both, can be b-tagged.
Table 5.2: Event yields for background and an example signal point after the boosted and
resolved signal selections. The numbers correspond to an integrated luminosity of 14.7fb−1.
The quoted uncertainties include statistical and systematic components.
Sample Boosted yields Resolved yields
tt̄ 2604.63 ± 1013.98 3164.76 ± 1349.33
W+jets 470.55 ± 116.66 614.42 ± 167.28
Single top 191.00 ± 23.38 205.86 ± 30.91
Diboson 62.74 ± 81.85 54.02 ± 16.10
tt̄+ V 33.98 ± 3.87 33.63 ± 4.54
Multi-jet 80 ± 80 100 ± 100
Z+jets 20.83 ± 6.68 27.80 ± 7.65
Total Background 3463.73 ± 1009.26 4100.49 ± 1352.18
Signal (mT =800 GeV, BR(T → Wb)=1) 286.45±19.05 117.17±11.87
Distributions at each step of the boosted and resolved selection are shown in Fig. 5.4 and
Fig. 5.5, respectively. In these figures, each variable in the boosted event selection is shown
just before a selection on that variable is applied, but with all previous cuts applied. The
uncertainty bands includes statistical and tt̄ modeling components. The event yields after
the loose selection for background processes and T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV, B(T → Wb)=1) are
listed in Table 5.2.
After the final selection, a full reconstruction of the T T̄ system is achieved. The leptonic
W (lepton and neutrino) and hadronic W (Whad) are combined with small-R jets to build the
T T̄ candidates. The small-R jets, b1 and b2, are chosen such that the absolute value of the
mass difference between the hadronic and leptonic VLQ candidates, |∆m| = |mlepT −mhadT |,
is a minimum.
This reconstruction technique is optimized for BR(T → Wb) = 1 using simulated T T̄
and tt̄ events. The small-R jets paired with the W -candidates are referred to as the b-
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Figure 5.3: Mass (top left) and substructure Dβ=12 (top right) and τ
wta
32 (bottom left) dis-
tributions in the truth-matched large-R jet. The columns of each histogram are normalized
and the label ‘TTS’ refers to singlet T T̄ samples. The W– and top–tagging efficiencies
are shown in the bottom right. Each distribution is presented as a function of the separa-
tion between the truth b-quark and hadronically-decaying W boson in T T̄ (mT = 1 TeV;
BR(T → Wb) = 1) events. The black points and error bars in the substructure distributions
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Figure 5.4: The figures depict all kinematic cut variables that define the boosted signal
region. Each variable is shown just before the cut is applied, incorporating all previous cuts,
as detailed in the text. The transverse momentum, the number of large-R jets selected as
boosted hadronic W ’s, the number of b-tagged jets, ∆R(`, ν) and ST are illustrated. The
green uncertainty band includes MC statistics as well as the tt̄ modeling uncertainties.
quark candidates. If the event contains only 1 b-tag, the b-tagged jet is always considered
as a b-quark candidate and permutations through the remaining small-R jets determines
the the other b-quark candidate and the respective assignment of each b-quark candidate to
the W -candidates. If the event contains 2 or more b-tags, the two leading pT b-tagged jets
are assumed to be both of the b-quark candidates and |∆m| is used to assign each b-quark
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Figure 5.5: The figures depict all kinematic cut variables that define the resolved signal
region. Each variable is shown just before the cut is applied, incorporating all previous
cuts, as detailed in the text. The transverse momentum, the number of boosted hadronic
W candidates, the number of b-tagged jets, ∆R(`, ν) and ST are illustrated. The green
uncertainty band includes MC statistics as well as the tt̄ modeling uncertainties.
candidate to one of the W -candidates. In Fig. 5.7 the reconstructed leptonic VLQ mass is
shown for the boosted and resolved signal regions.
In simulated T T̄ (mT = 1 TeV), 45% of events have either of the b-quark candidates,
bi, located inside the hadronic W candidate, ∆R(bi,Whad) < 1.0. As a performance metric,
this algorithm is compared with the run 1 algorithm in Fig. 5.6. In the run 1 analysis, the
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Figure 5.6: Reconstructed VLQ masses comparing the current run-2 method with the run-1
method. The bottom two figures show the mass reconstruction when considering all VLQ
final state decays.
b-quark candidates were chosen as the two jets with the highest b-tagging discriminant [97]2.
The current method noticeably outperforms the approach from run 1 as shown in Fig. 5.6 for
both mhadT and m
lep
T . The subplot of Fig. 5.6 displays the significance, S/
√
B, in each bin as
a quantitative measure of performance to compare the different methods. The significance
at mlepT = 1 TeV is approximately 10 times greater than m
lep
T = 500 GeV for T T̄ → WbWb.
The significance of the inclusive final state decays of T T̄ only improves by a factor of ap-
proximately 2 from mlepT = 500 GeV to m
lep
T = 1 TeV.
5.1.3 Classification of Event Topologies
Two orthogonal regions are defined to investigate the modeling of the tt̄ background and
understand its impact in the boosted and resolved signal regions, defined in Sect. 5.1.2. The
2For these comparisons, the ‘run-1’ method uses the mv2c10 discriminant rather than the run 1 discrim-
inant because it is neither recommended nor currently available for analyses.
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Figure 5.7: The reconstructed leptonic VLQ mass is shown for mass points of 500, 800,
1100, and 1400 GeV in the boosted (left) and resolved (right) signal regions. Both plots are
normalized to unity for comparison of the relative shapes at each mass point.
two tt̄ control regions were chosen to border the boosted signal region in an appropriate
kinematic phase space, the ST −∆R(`, ν) plane.
The first of the tt̄ control regions, referred to as CR1, applies an identical event selection
as the final boosted signal region selection with two modifications:
- ∆R(`, ν) > 1.0
- ST > 700 GeV
This region is orthogonal to the signal region in ∆R(`, ν) with a lower ST threshold to
maintain sufficient tt̄ statistics. Fig. 5.8 shows plots of various kinematic distributions in the
tt̄ CR1.
The second of the tt̄ control regions, referred to a CR2, also modifies the boosted event
selection in the STvs. ∆R(`, ν) plane:
- ∆R(`, ν) < 1.0
- 750 < ST < 1200 GeV
This region is chosen to be as close to the boosted signal region as possible in terms of
∆R, while maintaining orthogonality with the signal region in ST. The lower boundary on
the ST selection is set to be just above the region overwhelmingly dominated by tt̄, as shown
in Fig. 5.10. Fig. 5.9 shows plots of various kinematic distributions in the tt̄ CR2.
To visualize the relationship between the control and signal regions, Fig. 5.10 shows two
dimensional histograms in the ST vs. ∆R(`, ν) plane for T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV); BR(T →
Wb) = 1 and the SM tt̄ background. Table 5.3 lists the yields in data and MC for the three
tt̄ regions of interest.
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Figure 5.8: Data and MC comparison in CR1. The green band represents MC statistical
uncertainties, as well as all tt̄ modeling and detector-related systematic uncertainties.
The signal acceptance (fraction of total events that pass the full selection) is shown in
Fig. 5.11 for the SU(2) singlet and BR(T → Wb) = 1 scenario. Each bin corresponds to
a single mass point; from 700-1200 GeV there are mass points separated by 50 GeV, with
additional mass points at 500, 600, 1300, and 1400 GeV. The acceptances are drawn inde-
pendently for each signal and control region and with the total acceptance for comparison.
For both the SU(2) singlet and the BR(T → Wb) = 1 scenarios, the boosted signal
region achieves the largest signal acceptance, followed by the resolved signal region. The tt̄
CR2 achieves the lowest signal acceptance due to the lower ST threshold, disfavored by high
mass VLQs, while the tt̄ CR1 achieves moderate signal efficiency because it complements
the signal region with high ST but a resolved leptonic W selection. Because the analysis
has been optimized assuming BR(T → Wb) = 1, the SU(2) singlet scenario has the lowest
acceptance.
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Figure 5.9: Data and MC comparison in CR2. The green band represents MC statistical
uncertainties, as well as all tt̄ modeling and detector-related systematic uncertainties.
5.1.4 Background Estimation
SM processes including single top, tt̄ + V , diboson, and Z+jets are estimated using
simulated events normalized to the data luminosity and theoretical cross sections as described
in Sect. 5.1.1. The estimation of the dominant tt̄ background uses simulated events in
dedicated control regions, discussed in Sect. 5.1.3. The W+jets background normalization
and uncertainties are based on the flavor composition of the jets produced alongside the W
boson and the multi-jet background is derived using a data-driven technique.
5.1.4.1 W+jets Normalization
Events with a leptonically decaying W boson in association with jets contributes the
second largest background in the signal region. The theory cross section for this background
has been computed to NNLO in QCD [98]. The charge asymmetry method exploits the
difference between production of W+ and W− bosons in pp collisions. W boson production
through ud̄→ W+ and dū→ W− relies on the parton distribution function u(x1)d̄(x2) and
d(x1)ū(x2), respectively. These two sets of functions are different for protons, thus leading
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Figure 5.10: Two-dimensional histograms comparing the T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV) for BR(T →
Wb) = 1 to SM tt̄ in the boosted (top) and the resolved (bottom) regions in the ST vs.
∆R(`, ν) plane.
Figure 5.11: The signal acceptance at each VLQ mass for the signal and control regions.
Individual selections are drawn separately to compare relative contributions to the total
signal acceptance. Each bin represents a different generated VLQ mass.
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Table 5.3: Observed and expected number of events in the tt̄ control regions CR1 and CR2.
Sample Yield (CR1) Yield (CR2)
tt̄ 8200 ±2700 11 300 ±3200
Single top 390 ±40 600 ±70
W+jets 1190 ±220 1390 ±200
Z+jets 180 ±50 100 ±50
Diboson 110 ±130 130 ±170
tt̄+ V 76 ±7 69 ±7
Multi-jet 450 ±450 360 ±360
Total 10 600 ±2600 13 900 ±2500
TTS (mT=800 GeV) 38 ±4 21 ±3
Data 11 054 13 872
to an asymmetry in the production of W+ and W− bosons at the LHC. W+jets contribution
such that the measured asymmetry between positive and negative lepton events agrees with
the prediction. The total number of W+jets events in data, NW = NW+ + NW− , can
be estimated based on the difference between positively-charged and negatively-charged W







This method does not allow for different asymmetries or different scale factors forW+light
jets versus W + c/cc̄ jets versus W + b/bb̄ events. For this analysis, it is most important
that the heavy flavor component (W + c/cc̄ and W + b/bb̄) events are scaled properly, which
could be significantly different from what the scaling needed for the W+light jets component.
To determine separate scaling factors for heavy flavor and light jet components, the charge
asymmetry requirement is applied to events with zero b-tags or at least one b-tag. This leads
to two equations with two unknowns, the scale factor for W+light jets (Klight) and the scale
factor for W+heavy flavor events (Khf) that can be analytically determined Eq. 5.6.
Klight =
(∆d0 −∆b0)∆h1 − (∆d1 −∆b1)∆h0
∆l0∆h1 −∆l1∆h0
Khf =




where ∆d, ∆b, ∆l, and ∆h are the difference between the number of e+ and e− events for
data, non-W asymmetric backgrounds, W+light jet events, and W+heavy flavor jet events,
respectively, and the subscript refers to the number of b-tags.
The scale factors were estimated for two selections: the baseline and the baseline + at
least one large-R jet with pT > 200 GeV. Both selections are kinematically and topologically
different from the signal regions, thus the scale factors are not applied in this analysis, which
are summarized in Table 5.4. Applying tighter selection results in unstable estimates for
scale factors and uncertainties due to limited statistics. To account for this, the heavy flavor
component, which dominates in the signal region, receives a conservative uncertainty of 50%,
to cover differences listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Scale factors for W+light jet and W+heavy flavor events derived with different
selections.
Selection Klight Khf
Baseline 0.70± 0.09 0.94± 0.17
Baseline + ≥ 1 large-R jet (pT > 200 GeV) 0.78± 0.14 1.08± 0.28
5.1.4.2 Multi-jet Estimation
The QCD multi-jet contribution to the selected events occurs when a a jet or a photon
is mis-identified as an electron or from the selection of a non-prompt lepton, e.g., a semi-
leptonic b− or c−hadron decay. The multi-jet background is expected to be small in the
signal region due to the tight requirements on ST and E
miss
T .
A data-driven ‘matrix method’ (MM) [99, 100] technique is used to estimate this back-
ground. The MM exploits differences in lepton identification-related properties between
prompt, isolated leptons from W and Z boson decays (“real” leptons) and those where the
lepton candidates are either non-isolated or result from the mis-identification of photons or
jets (“fake” leptons). Two samples are defined which differ only in the lepton identification
criteria: a “tight” sample and a “loose” sample, the former a subset of the latter. The
requirements for loose and tight leptons are given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Loose and tight lepton identification requirements for the multi-jet estimation.
See Sect. 4.2 for details on the lepton identification.
Tight Electrons Loose Electrons Tight Muons Loose Muons
ID Quality: Tight likelihood Medium likelihood Medium Medium
Isolation: Gradient None Gradient None
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The MM assumes that the number of loose (tight) selected events in each sample NLoose
(NTight) can be expressed as a linear combination of the numbers of events with real and
fake leptons, such that









where εr(f) is the efficiency for a real (fake) lepton to satisfy the tight criteria if it already
satisfies the loose criteria. The efficiencies are measured for one and two-dimensional param-
eterizations in lepton pT (p
`
T) and η
`, EmissT , separation between the lepton and jets (∆φ),
and b-tag multiplicity (Nb). Products of the one- and two-dimensional parameterizations are
used to construct the final efficiencies used for calculating the MM event weights. Table 5.6
shows the efficiency calculations for each lepton flavor. Plots for baseline selection with the
multi-jet estimate from the MM are shown in Fig. 5.12.
Table 5.6: Parametrization used for real and fake lepton efficiencies used to calculate the
MM weights. A smooth transition between the low and high-pT efficiencies is achieved using
a sigmoid function with a centered at 150 GeV with a width of 20 GeV.
Fake Efficiency Real Efficiency
Electrons: 3
√
εf(p`T, Nb) · εf(∆φ, η`) · εf(p`T,∆φ) εr(p`T)
Muons (low-pT):
√


















(εr − δi) (5.9)
where δi is 1 if the event passes the tight selection and 0 otherwise. With Eq. 5.9, any
histogram can be defined for the multi-jet background using properties of the events in data
with the weight wi. The MM performs best in regions with high statistics, e.g., the baseline
selection. In the signal region, however, the multi-jet contribution is very low. In such
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Figure 5.12: Plots of the lepton pT, leading jet pT, E
miss
T , and transverse W mass distribu-
tions after the baseline selection showing the multi-jet estimate from the matrix method.
No corrections have been applied to the W+jets or tt̄ background normalizations. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown.
a region of low statistics, the MM can give unstable distributions and bins with negative
weights. For this reason, an ABCD method, described below, is used to cross-check the
multi-jet estimation.
The ABCD method divides the analysis into a grid of four regions: a signal region D, a
region with one cut inverted B, a region with a second cut inverted C, and a region with
both cuts inverted A. The B, C, and A regions are used to estimate the normalization of
the multi-jet background in region D, by the equation:




where Ni (i = A, B, C, D) refers to the number of events in each region. The estimate
is performed with this structure as well as with higher dimensionality, inverting different
combinations of ST, number of b-tags, E
miss
T , and ∆R(`, ν). Across the different ABCD
methods, 1.6–9.8 multi-jet events are predicted in the signal region compared to 19±9 events
predicted by the MM. The statistics are too low for either method to provide a reliable shape
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of data and MC for the boosted (top) and resolved (bottom) signal
regions in the `+ jets channel before (left) and after (right) the inclusion of the detector and
tt̄ background modeling systematics. No fake estimate is present in these comparisons.
in the signal region. Thus, the multi-jet normalization estimate in the signal region is 10±10
events, consistent with both estimation methods, and the multi-jet shape is set to the shape
of the combined distribution of tt̄+V , diboson, and Z+jets. A shape systematic uncertainty
is defined by the difference between the shapes after the baseline selection.
5.1.5 Systematic Uncertainties
This section describes the sources of systematic uncertainty considered in this anal-
ysis. These uncertainties can be broken down into several broad categories: luminosity
and cross section uncertainties, detector-related experimental uncertainties, uncertainties on
data-driven background estimations, and modeling uncertainties on background processes.
Each source of uncertainty is treated as a nuisance parameter in the fit of mlepT . The im-
pact of the systematic uncertainties before the likelihood fit can be seen in Fig. 5.13, where
mlepT is shown for the boosted and resolved signal regions with and without the systematic
uncertainties described in this section.
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5.1.5.1 Luminosity and Cross Section Uncertainties
The preliminary uncertainty in the combined 2015+2016 integrated luminosity is 2.9%.
It is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in [101], from a preliminary
calibration of the luminosity scale using x − y beam-separation scans performed in August
2015 and May 2016.3 This systematic uncertainty is applied to all backgrounds estimated
using simulated samples and normalized to the measured integrated luminosity.
Theoretical cross section uncertainties have been used for the simulated samples that are
used in this analysis. The uncertainties for W/Z+jets and diboson production are taken
5% and 6%, respectively [102, 103]. An additional 24% uncertainty is added in quadrature
for each additional jet. Further, two uncertainties related to the HF content on W+jets
background are considered and included as an additional shape uncertainty, keeping the
overall W+jets template normalization fixed. The uncertainty is derived by individually
varying the W+jets(b) and W+jets(c) components by 50%, see Sect. 5.1.4.1. For top pair
and single top production the uncertainty is taken as 6% [44,104,105]. The data-driven multi-
jet estimation, receives a conservative uncertainty of 100% is applied to the normalization
as described in Sect. 5.1.4.2.
5.1.5.2 Detector-related uncertainties
Signal and backgrounds estimated using simulated events include systematic uncertain-
ties on the detector simulation. These uncertainties are associated with the different physics
objects: muons, electrons, EmissT , small-R and large-R jets, b-tagging, and pile-up, as de-
scribed in Sect. 4.2.
The lepton systematics address uncertainties with the techniques used in the identifica-
tion, trigger, and kinematics. The EmissT systematic uncertainties address the uncertainty in
the calculation of the track-based soft term scale and resolution. The jet uncertainties, both
small-R and large-R, address the many components used in the calibration sequence. The
small-R jet uncertainties are dedicated to JVT and energy scale and resolution [69]. The
large-R jet uncertainties address uncertainties in the kinematics and substructure variables,
Dβ=12 and τ
wta
32 , for a baseline uncertainty comparing the difference between data and pre-
diction, comparison of different MC generators, considering uncertainties on the tracks, and
the statistical uncertainty on the results. The substructure and kinematic uncertainties are
assumed to be fully correlated.
3This paragraph is directly copied from the ATLAS luminosity for physics definition, as rec-
ommended by the ATLAS publications committee: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/
LuminosityForPhysics
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The large-R jet resolution uncertainties are estimated at the analysis-level by smearing
each variable of interest (pT, mass, D
β=1
2 , and τ
wta
32 ) and repeating the analysis chain. The
pT resolution uncertainty is estimated for each jet by resetting the jet pT to a random value
from a Gaussian distribution (µ = jet pT, σ = 0.02) and propagating the result through
the event selection. The resolution uncertainties for mass, Dβ=12 , and τ
wta
32 are estimated
using the jet response from simulated tt̄ events. The large-R jet response for X is defined
as Xreco/Xtruth where Xreco is the value of X for the reconstructed large-R jet and Xtruth
is the value of X for the truth large-R jet (also trimmed with the same parameters as the
reconstructed large-R jet) geometrically matched to the reconstructed jet. The response is
fit with a triple-Gaussian and the largest width is taken as the nominal width (σnom) of the
response. For each jet, the parameter of interest is smeared with a Gaussian G(X, σ′) where
X is the value of the mass, Dβ=12 , or τ
wta
32 of the jet and σ
′ = x · σnom where x = 0.57 for
Dβ=12 and τ
wta
32 and x = 0.66 for mass. The values of x were derived to cover discrepancies
observed in run 1 large-R jet distributions. The distributions in Figs. 5.14–5.17 compare the
estimated resolution uncertainties with the statistical uncertainty in simulated tt̄ events for
the different analysis regions. In each region, the large-R jet resolution uncertainty is smaller
than statistical uncertainty in nearly every bin of mlepT and thus it is considered negligible
for this result.
The flavor-tagging terms describe uncertainties in the b-tagging efficiency, jet energy, tt̄
modeling, and contamination from light and c-jets. In addition, an uncertainty is associated
to the re-weighting procedure due to pile-up. The groups of uncertainties with the largest
impact are those associated with the jet energy scale and flavor-tagging.
5.1.5.3 Top Quark Modeling Uncertainties
In the dominant tt̄ background, systematic uncertainties on shape and normalization are
taken into account for variations in extra radiation, choice of parton shower, and choice of
matrix-element generator. All samples for assessing the systematic uncertainties are normal-
ized to the same tt̄ cross section. For each uncertainty, the shape of mlepT is examined.
The extra radiation uncertainty is estimated by comparing samples with more and less
radiation to the nominal sample. Fig. 5.18 shows the impact on the nominal sample in
simulated tt̄ events in each control and signal regions.
The uncertainty due to the choice of matrix-element generator compares samples gen-
erated using aMC@NLO and Powheg-Box that both use Pythia 8 for parton showering.
The samples compared are both generated using the full simulation, and the uncertainty is
smoothed and symmetrized. This uncertainty is compared with the nominal sample is shown
in Fig. 5.18 for simulated tt̄ events in each control and signal regions.
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Figure 5.14: Distributions for the large-R jet nominal and resolution variations in the boosted
signal region for mlepT . The red filled area represents the statistical uncertainty. The ratio
between the systematic variation and nominal is taken as the resolution uncertainty for pT




Figure 5.15: Distributions for the large-R jet nominal and resolution variations in the resolved
signal region for mlepT . The red filled area represents the statistical uncertainty. The ratio
between the systematic variation and nominal is taken as the resolution uncertainty for pT




Figure 5.16: Distributions for the large-R jet nominal and resolution variations in CR1
for mlepT . The red filled area represents the statistical uncertainty. The ratio between the
systematic variation and nominal is taken as the resolution uncertainty for pT (top left),




Figure 5.17: Distributions for the large-R jet nominal and resolution variations in CR2
for mlepT . The red filled area represents the statistical uncertainty. The ratio between the
systematic variation and nominal is taken as the resolution uncertainty for pT (top left),




The parton shower and underlying event uncertainties are evaluated by comparing the
samples with the same matrix element generator Powheg-Box and different MC showering
models Herwig ++ and Pythia 6, respectively. The parton shower uncertainty is compared
with the nominal sample is shown in Fig. 5.20 for simulated tt̄ events in each control and
signal regions.
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Figure 5.18: Matrix element generator uncertainty (‘ ttgen’) in tt̄ events for the regions
CR1 (top left), CR2 (top right), boosted signal region (bottom left), and resolved signal
region (bottom right). 1σ up (red) and down (blue) variations of the respective systematic
uncertainties with respect to the nominal sample (black). The original (dashed) and modified
(solid) distributions of the respective systematic variation are shown. The hashed region
corresponds to the statistical uncertainty per bin.
5.1.6 Statistical Analysis
A statistical analysis quantifies the compatibility between the measured data, expected
SM background, and expected signal. Hypothesis testing is performed using a modified
frequentist method as implemented in RooStats [106] and based on a profile likelihood that
includes a treatment of the systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters. A binned
likelihood function L(µ, θ), is constructed as a product of Poisson probability terms over all
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Figure 5.19: Initial and final state radiation uncertainties (‘ ttisrfsr ’) in tt̄ events for the
regions CR1 (top left), CR2 (top right), boosted signal region (bottom left), and resolved
signal region (bottom right). 1σ up (red) and down (blue) variations of the respective
systematic uncertainties with respect to the nominal sample (black). The original (dashed)
and modified (solid) distributions of the respective systematic variation are shown. The
hashed region corresponds to the statistical uncertainty per bin.
bins considered in the analysis for number of observed events N given the expected signal S
















where µ is the multiplicative factor to the theoretical signal production cross section and θ
represents the set of nuisance parameters. The number of expected events in a given bin
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Figure 5.20: Parton shower uncertainty (‘ ttps’) in tt̄ events for the regions CR1 (top left),
CR2 (top right), boosted signal region (bottom left), and resolved signal region (bottom
right). 1σ up (red) and down (blue) variations of the respective systematic uncertainties
with respect to the nominal sample (black). The original (dashed) and modified (solid)
distributions of the respective systematic variation are shown. The hashed region corresponds
to the statistical uncertainty per bin.
depends on µ and θ. The nuisance parameters are given Gaussian (MG) or log-normal



















where θ̄ is the Gaussian mean (typically 0), σ the Gaussian variance (typically 1), and κ
describes the distribution width inMLN . The log-normal prior is only used for uncertainties
that predict a negative yield. During the fit, the parameters θ adjust the expectations for
signal and background and the fitted values correspond to the best global agreement between
data and prediction. Using this procedure, the impact from various systematic uncertainties
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can be reduced by constraining them across the different bins. The parameter of interest in
this analysis is the ratio between the fitted number of events and predicted events for the
signal.








where µ̂ and θ̂ are the values of the parameters that maximize the likelihood function (with
the constraint 0 ≤ µ̂ ≤ µ), and ˆ̂θµ are the values of the nuisance parameters that maximize
the likelihood function for a given value of µ. By setting µ = 0 in the profile likelihood ratio,
the test statistic (q0) measures the compatibility of the observed data in the background-only
hypothesis.
The p-value that quantifies the compatibility of the data with the background-only hy-
pothesis, p0, is estimated by integrating the distribution of q0 from background-only pseudo-
experiments, approximated using the asymptotic formulae [108], above the observed value
of q0. The estimation of p0 is performed for each signal scenario. In the absence of any
significant excess above the expected background, upper limits are placed on the signal
production cross section using the CLs method [109, 110]. Signal production cross sections
are excluded at ≥95% confidence level if CLs < 0.05, where CLs is computed using the
asymptotic approximation [108],
The final fit variable for the baseline analysis is the reconstructed leptonic T mass (mlepT ),
as defined in Sect. 5.1.2. The fit is performed simultaneously in the two signal regions and
two tt̄ control regions, previously defined in Sect. 5.1.3. The binning of mlepT in each of these
regions was optimized separately to ensure sufficient MC statistics in each bin, particularly
for the dominant tt̄ background.
5.1.6.1 Treatment of Nuisance Parameters
To improve the performance of the likelihood fit, nuisance parameters can be removed,
symmetrized, or smoothed before the fitting procedure.
The normalization or shape components will be removed, i.e., pruned, if the impact
on the nominal distribution of mlepT is less than 1% because they are found to negligibly
impact the analysis result and their removal improves computation time. It is possible
that both or neither of the components are pruned. Statistical uncertainties in each bin
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of the discriminant distributions are also considered by explicit parameters in the fit. The
systematic uncertainties that are not pruned are described in Sect. 5.1.5.
All one-sided systematic uncertainties are subjected to smoothing and symmetrization.
This is most relevant for the tt̄-modeling uncertainties on the parton shower and the choice of
matrix element generator where only one variation is compared with the nominal prediction.
In addition, all double-sided systematics are symmetrized without any smoothing applied.
The actual symmetrization is performed per bin taking the full absolute difference between
up and down variation and applying this as a symmetric up and down variation around
the nominal prediction within the bin. This step ensures that systematic variations in the
likelihood fit do not have bins where both components have either more or less events than
the nominal result. The nuisance parameter smoothing is achieved through a combination of
histogram re-binning (bin merging) and reducing statistical fluctuations between bins [111].
5.1.7 Results
Before unblinding the data in the signal regions, expected limits were derived using the
total expected background as pseudo-data. Deriving expected limits on T T̄ production is
critical to understand the behavior and impact of nuisance parameters in the likelihood
fit. In addition, the tt̄ control regions are fit separately and together to test the nuisance
parameters’ performance and validate the background estimation. After unblinding the data
in the signal region, a simultaneous fit to the signal and control regions is performed to derive
limits on T T̄ production.
5.1.7.1 Fit to Asimov Data
The likelihood fit is performed using the total expected background as a pseudo-dataset
(‘Asimov’ data) under the background-only hypothesis in all signal and control regions fol-
lowing the prescription in Sect. 5.1.6. Fitting to Asimov data offers a test of the systematic
uncertainties, pulls and constraints, and to understand the expected sensitivity to a signal
hypothesis. Uncertainties below the pruning threshold are omitted from the fit, as described
in Sect. 5.1.6.1. The summary of this pruning step is illustrated in Fig. 5.23. The Asimov
results are shown in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22.
The list of fitted nuisance parameters to the Asimov dataset are shown in Fig. 5.24.
The fitted nuisance parameters are shown with their pulls and constraints compared to the
pre-fit value of 0 and standard deviation of 1. A fitted standard deviation of 1 indicates
the data does not have enough statistical power to reduce the original uncertainty. A pulled
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nuisance parameter intimates the prediction needs to be shifted to improve agreement with
the measured data.
After the Asimov fit, the constrained nuisance parameters are mostly those of the tt̄-
modeling uncertainties. As expected for the Asimov dataset, where the predicted yield and
pseudo-data match, no pulls from the nominal value are observed.
As a further cross check of the fit results, the correlations between the nuisance parameters
in the Asimov fit are shown in Fig. 5.25. Only nuisance parameters with a correlation
coefficient of at least 10% with any other parameter are displayed. No significant correlations
of nuisance parameters in the fit are observed, except for some stronger correlations between
the tt̄-modeling parameters with values of up to 40% and correlations between some large-R
jet uncertainties. Note, the correlations are measured by their impact on a product over all
fitted bins.
A ranking of the nuisance parameters according to the absolute post-fit effect on the
fitted signal strength µ̂ in the fit to Asimov data for the signal-plus-background hypothesis
can be seen in Fig. 5.26, where the signal hypothesis corresponds to T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV;
BR(T → Wb)). After the nominal fit, the nuisance parameter ranking is obtained by
rerunning the fit twice for each nuisance parameter. Each nuisance parameter is fixed to
θ̂± σθ, where the θ̂ (σθ) is the post-fit value (uncertainty), and a new value of µ is obtained
for each fit µ′±. The difference between the nominal µ and the new value µ
′
± represents
the impact of the nuisance parameter on the signal strength. The uncertainty with the
largest effect on µ are tt̄ modeling uncertainties, which are also significantly constrained.
Uncertainties on JES for large-R jets and b-tagging uncertainties are also significant.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison between Asimov data and prediction for themlepT distribution before
the fit to the Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the
boosted signal region (top left), the resolved signal region (top right), CR1 (bottom left),
and CR2 (bottom right). The expected T T̄ signal (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1) is
also shown. The hashed area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison between Asimov data and prediction for the mlepT distribution after
the fit to the Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the
boosted signal region (top left), the resolved signal region (top right), CR1 (bottom left), and
CR2 (bottom right). The hashed area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.23: Summary of the pruning of the systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties
that have the shape (normalization) component removed are yellow (orange) and those that
are red were completely dropped from the fit. Uncertainties are green if both shape and
normalization remain in the fit.
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Figure 5.24: Fitted nuisance parameters in the background-only hypothesis to the Asimov
dataset. Nuisance parameters are pulled if the fit deviates from 0 and constrained if the
error is less than 1.
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Figure 5.25: Correlation matrix showing the correlations of the nuisance parameters for the
fit to the Asimov dataset in the signal+background hypothesis. The correlation scale legend
corresponds to 100% (red), 0% (green) and -100% (violet). Only nuisance parameters with
a correlation coefficient of at least 10% with any other parameter are displayed.
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Figure 5.26: Ranking of nuisance parameters based on the fit to Asimov data in the signal-
plus-background hypothesis according to their effect on the uncertainty on µ (∆µ). The
signal hypothesis corresponds to T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1). The open
boxes show the initial impact of each uncertainty on the precision of µ. The filled dark
blue (light blue) area shows the impact on the measurement for each uncertainty after the
profile likelihood fit at the +1 (−1) σ level (top axis). The black points and associated error
bars show the fitted value of the nuisance parameters and their errors (bottom axis). Only
the 20 highest ranked uncertainties on µ, ordered by impact from largest (top) to smallest
(bottom), are shown.
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Upper limits at the 95% confidence level (CL) on the T T̄ production cross section are set
for two benchmark scenarios as a function of mT and compared to the theoretical prediction
from top++, see Fig. 5.37. The resulting lower limit on mT corresponds to the central
value of the theoretical cross-section prediction. The scenarios considered involve different
assumptions on the decay branching ratios. Under the assumption of BR(T → Wb) = 1,
an expected 95% CL limit of mT = 980 GeV is obtained. The corresponding expected
95% CL limit is mT = 872 GeV for a weak-isospin singlet. This represents a significant
improvement compared to run 1 searches [97,112], for which the observed 95% CL limits for
the assumption of BR(T → Wb) = 1 were below 850 GeV. This result is competitive with
a recent analysis performed by the CMS collaboration using data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV
in 2015 which excluded masses below 876 GeV [15].
The same analysis is used to derive exclusion limits on vector-like T quark production for
different values of mT and as a function of BR(T → Wb) and BR(T → Ht). To probe the
complete branching ratio plane spanned by both processes, the signal samples are re-weighted
to the desired branching ratios and the complete analysis chain is repeated. Fig. 5.38 shows
the expected T quark mass limits, alongside the observed limits, in the plane BR(T → Ht)
versus BR(T → Wb).
5.1.7.2 Fit to Data in Control Regions
A fit on the tt̄ control regions, individually and together, tests the constraints on nuisance
parameters and the behavior of the likelihood fit using real data in a signal-depleted region.
Fig. 5.27 shows the pre- and post-fit plots for fitting both tt̄ control regions (CR1 and CR2)
together and the fits to only CR1 and only CR2 are shown in Figs. 5.28 and 5.29, respectively.
The constraints, uncertainty less than 1, and pulls, mean different from 0, of the nuisance
parameters (NPs) reveal structure in the uncertainties that is used to improve agreement
between prediction and data. These are shown in the left plot in Fig. 5.30 with the fit to the
combined two tt̄ control regions compared to the fits obtained from each region individually.
Few NPs exhibit pulls in opposite directions across the different fit configurations and all
NPs are pulled less than 1σ, indicating the background estimation is in agreement with
data prior to the profile likelihood fit. The most strongly pulled NPs are the tt̄ modeling
uncertainties.
5.1.7.3 Fit to Unblinded Data
After unblinding, the compatibility of the data with the background-only prediction is
estimated using the same procedure as the fits to Asimov data described in Sect. 5.1.7.1.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison between data and prediction for the mlepT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the simultaneous fit to both tt̄ control regions under the background-only
hypothesis. The top row shows CR1 and the bottom row shows CR2. The expected T T̄
signal (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1) is also shown. The hashed area represents the
total uncertainty on the background.
Comparisons of the mlepT distributions in each region for both pre- and post-fit are shown
Figs. 5.31 and 5.32 and summarized in Table 5.7. For illustration, the mT = 800 GeV
BR(T → Wb) = 1 signal model is shown overlaid on the total background prediction.
Fig. 5.33 displays the fitted nuisance parameters, which show similar constraints as ex-
pected from the fits to Asimov data and the data in the tt̄ control regions. The corresponding
correlation matrix for the fitted nuisance parameters are shown in Fig. 5.34. From Figs. 5.31
and 5.32, the agreement between the total prediction and data in the signal regions is not
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Figure 5.28: Comparison between data and prediction for the mlepT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to CR1 data under the background-only hypothesis. The expected
T T̄ signal (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1) is also shown. The hashed area represents
the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.29: Comparison between data and prediction for the mlepT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to CR2 data under the background-only hypothesis. The expected
T T̄ signal (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1) is also shown. The hashed area represents
the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.30: Fitted nuisance parameters for the background-only hypothesis in the fit to
(CR1+CR2), CR1 only, and CR2 only as indicated in the legend.
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Table 5.7: Event yields in all four signal and control regions after the fit to the background-
only hypothesis. The uncertainties include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
uncertainties on the individual background components can be larger than the uncertainty
on the sum of the backgrounds due to correlations.
SR boosted SR resolved tt̄ CR1 tt̄ CR2
tt̄ 2130± 130 2370± 120 7710± 370 10 370± 350
W+jets 690± 110 880± 130 1860± 320 2160± 340
Single top 191± 17 202± 18 415± 35 628± 55
Others 232± 90 244± 98 90± 390 740± 300
Total Background 3246± 81 3690± 100 10 980± 300 13 900± 290
Data 3160 3777 11 054 13 872
as good as for both control regions. As a result of this disagreement, several nuisance pa-
rameters are pulled more significantly. The tt̄ modeling uncertainties for the parton shower
and the scale-variation are pulled both to lower the tt̄ prediction within the first few bins,
see Figs. 5.20 and 5.19.
In this context, the tt̄ normalization is also pulled low, whereas the W+jets normalization
is pulled high trying to accommodate the excess of data at high values of mlepT . This results
in a slight excess in both signal regions between 500–900 GeV and a slight deficit above 900
GeV in mlepT .
A ranking of the nuisance parameters according to the absolute post-fit effect on the
fitted signal strength µ̂ in the fit to data for the signal-plus-background hypothesis can
be seen in Fig. 5.35, where the signal hypothesis corresponds to T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV;
BR(T → Wb) = 1). This procedure follows that used for the Asimov fit, see Sect. 5.1.7.1.
The tt̄ modeling uncertainties have the largest impact on µ and are also significantly con-
strained. Uncertainties on large-R jet JES and b-tagging uncertainties are also significant.
The observed ranking is qualitatively very similar to that obtained from the Asimov dataset
as shown in Fig. 5.26.
The p0-value is computed for each signal scenario considered. No significant excess above
the background expectation is found. A comparison of the post-fit agreement between data
and prediction within both SRs in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32 show a slight excess of data in the range
between 500–900 GeV of mlepT and a small deficit in data above 900 GeV. In this context, the
observed upper limits on the T T̄ production cross section are slightly weaker with respect to
the expected sensitivity for low mT , and conversely stronger for high mT . The signal model
corresponding to mT = 700 GeV under the assumption of BR(T → Wb) = 1 has the highest
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Figure 5.31: Comparison between data and prediction for the mlepT distribution before the
fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The boosted signal region (top-left),
resolved signal region (top-right), CR1 (bottom-left), and CR2 (bottom-right). The expected
T T̄ signal (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1) is also shown. The hashed area represents
the total uncertainty on the background.
local significance with 1.9σ standard deviations. A summary of the expected and observed
significances for each signal scenario considered, BR(T → Wb) = 1 and SU(2) singlet, are
shown in Fig. 5.36.
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Figure 5.32: Comparison between data and prediction for the mlepT distribution after the
fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The boosted signal region (top-left),
resolved signal region (top-right), CR1 (bottom-left), and CR2 (bottom-right). The hashed
area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
Upper limits at the 95% confidence level (CL) on the T T̄ production cross section are
set for two benchmark scenarios as a function of mT and compared to the theoretical pre-
diction from top++ in Fig. 5.37. The resulting lower limit on mT corresponds to the central
value of the theoretical cross-section prediction. The scenarios considered involve different
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Figure 5.33: Fitted nuisance parameters in the background-only hypothesis to data.
assumptions on the decay branching ratios. Under the assumption of BR(T → Wb) = 1, an
observed (expected) 95% CL limit of mT = 1090(980) GeV is obtained. The corresponding
observed (expected) 95% CL limit is mT = 810(870) GeV for a weak-isospin singlet.
The same analysis is used to derive exclusion limits on vector-like T quark production
for different values of mT and as a function of BR(T → Wb) and BR(T → Ht). Fig. 5.38
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Figure 5.34: Correlation matrix showing the correlations of the nuisance parameters for the
fit to data in the background-only hypothesis. The correlation scale legend corresponds to
100% (red), 0% (green) and -100% (violet). Only nuisance parameters with a correlation
coefficient of at least 10% with any other parameter are displayed.
shows the expected and observed T quark mass limits in the plane BR(T → Ht) versus
BR(T → Wb), obtained by linear interpolation of the calculated CLs versus mT .
5.1.8 Conclusion
A search for pair production of vector-like quarks in the lepton+jets final state has been
presented using 14.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity collected by the ATLAS detector in 2015
and 2016. The analysis targets final states in which the VLQ has significant decays to a high–
pT W boson and b-quark, selecting events with one charged lepton, high missing transverse
momentum, at least two b-tagged jets, and either one large-radius or two small-radius jets
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Figure 5.35: Ranking of nuisance parameters based on the fit to data in the signal-plus
background hypothesis according to their effect on the uncertainty on µ (∆µ). The signal
hypothesis corresponds to T T̄ (mT = 800 GeV; BR(T → Wb) = 1). The open boxes show
the initial impact of each uncertainty on the precision of µ. The filled dark blue (light blue)
area shows the impact on the measurement for each uncertainty after the profile likelihood
fit at the +1 (−1) σ level (top axis). The black points and associated error bars show the
fitted value of the nuisance parameters and their errors (bottom axis). Only the 20 highest
ranked uncertainties on µ, ordered by impact from largest (top) to smallest (bottom), are
shown.
consistent with a boosted or resolved hadronically decaying W boson, respectively. The
analysis also exploits angular correlations and the high scalar sum of transverse momenta
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SU(2) singlet
Wb+X 1-lepton→TT
Figure 5.36: Expected (dashed black line) and observed (solid black line) significance as a
function of T quark mass under the assumption of BR(T → Wb) = 1 (left) and SU(2) singlet
(right). Yellow (green) bands for ±1 (2) σ are also drawn.
expected for the VLQ signal hypothesis. The reconstructed mass of the leptonically decaying
VLQ is used as the final discriminant.
The observed data does not have a significant excess compared to the background esti-
mation. Lower limits on the mass of a VLQ for all possible combinations of branching ratios
depict the sensitivity of the analysis to the T → Wb decay mode. The assumption that the
W boson is produced in the VLQ decay and decays leptonically reduces sensitivity to the
T → Ht/Zt decay modes, where the lepton is produced from a non-prompt W boson or Z
boson. Due to the modest excess of events between 500 < mlepT < 900 GeV, the analysis
loses sensitivity to low mass VLQs for the T → Ht/Zt decay modes. Similarly, the deficit
of events at large values of mlepT results in stronger limits for BR(T → Wb) = 1.
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Figure 5.37: Expected (dashed black line) and observed (solid black line) upper limits at the
95% CL on the T T̄ cross section as a function of mT under the assumption of BR(T → Wb) =
1 (top) and SU(2) singlet (bottom). The surrounding green and yellow bands correspond to
±1 and ±2 standard deviations, respectively, around the expected limit. The thin red line
and band show the theoretical prediction and its ±1 standard deviation uncertainty.
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Figure 5.38: Expected (top) and observed (bottom) 95% CL upper limits on the mass of the
T quark in the branching ratio plane of BR(T → Wb) versus BR(T → Ht). Contour lines
show respective mass limits across the plane.
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5.2 T T̄/BB̄ → jets
The VLQ search previously described targets a dominant branching ratio T → Wb in
the one lepton final state. While the lepton offers a ‘clean’ detector signature on which to
trigger and easily reject QCD multi-jet events, the analysis is insensitive to the dominant
branching ratio to all-hadronic final states. In the event of a discovery, it will be important
to measure different branching ratios to identify what kind of VLQ has been observed. To
complement the existing analyses, the all-hadronic final state is targeted in the following
analysis. This final state has not been explored by the ATLAS or CMS collaborations for
pair produced VLQs, providing a unique opportunity to search for VLQs in a new region of
phase space.
The analysis strategy is optimized assuming the pair production of VLQs decaying to
T T̄ → Wb/Zt/Ht or BB̄ → Wt/Zb/Hb. The QCD multi-jet background, which dominates
fully hadronic final states at hadron colliders, is reduced by requiring multiple high–pT
and b–tagged small-R jets. A variable–R re-clustering algorithm combines small-R jets to
reconstruct decays of heavy objects which are then classified by a neural network as either
an electroweak boson (V ≡ W/Z), Higgs boson (H), top quark, or ‘light’ jet. Events are
categorized based on the number of V -tags, H-tags, top-tags, and b-tags. To be orthogonal
with an existing high–EmissT search [2], events are analyzed if E
miss
T < 200 GeV. Similar to the
T T̄ → Wb+X analysis described previously in Sect. 5.1, a profile likelihood fit is performed
to extract the excluded cross section as a function of mVLQ and branching ratios.
5.2.1 Data and Simulated Samples
The search presented here uses the data collected by the ATLAS detector in 2015 and
2016, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1±1.2 fb−1. Only collision data col-
lected when all detector components are fully functional are considered for this analysis.
5.2.1.1 Signal production
The MC samples for T T̄ production described in Sect. 5.1.1.1 are also used in this analysis.
Additionally, the analysis uses simulated BB̄ events generated using the same configuration
as the T T̄ samples. BB̄ events are produced in the SU(2) singlet model, but are forced
to decay with a branching ratio of 1/3 to each of the three modes (Wt, Zb, and Hb). To
achieve a specific branching ratio, the same re-weighting procedure described for T T̄ events
is applicable to the BB̄ events. The BB̄ samples are produced at the same mass points and
cross sections as the T T̄ samples.
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5.2.1.2 Background production
The dominant SM backgrounds considered by this analysis are multi-jet, tt̄, and single
top. The multi-jet background is estimated using a data-driven technique, see Sect. 5.2.4.
However, simulated multi-jet events are used to study distributions when a data-driven
estimate is not possible. The simulated multi-jet events are produced with Pythia 8.186 [79]
using the A14 [80] set of tuned parameters for the underlying event and the leading-order
NNPDF2.3 [84] PDFs. The renormalization and factorization scales are set to the average
pT of the two leading jets.
Simulated SM tt̄ events with zero leptons are generated with the same setup and pa-
rameters as the one-lepton filter sample Sect. 5.1.1.2. Additionally, the tt̄ sample with a
one-lepton filter is also used in this analysis to estimate sensitivity to tt̄ events with a real
lepton that pass the event selection.
Finally, single top production, Wt− and t−channels, is also generated by Powheg-Box
+Pythia 6, using the Perugia2012 tune for the showering and the CT10 PDF set.
The tt̄+V , V = W/Z, background is modeled using samples produced with Madgraph
+Pythia 8 [90]. Similarly, the tt̄ + H background is modeled using aMC@NLO+Pythia 8.
The production of two τ leptons in association with tt̄ events is modeled using Madgraph
+Pythia 8. The tt̄+V , tt̄+H, and tt̄ +ττ contribute a very small portion of the background
to this analysis and are collectively referred to as tt̄+X.
5.2.2 Event Selection
Events are initially selected for the analysis if they pass an unprescaled jet-based trigger.
The analysis requires special consideration of which triggers to use because the jet-based
triggers are topology-dependent. Any triggers in the analysis must be accompanied by an
event selection that ensures the analysis is not sensitive to any mis-modeling, i.e., the trigger
efficiency must be > 99% in the analysis region. This ensures that no additional corrections
and uncertainties due to data and MC mis-modeling need to be introduced in the analysis.
To choose the appropriate triggers for the analysis, trigger efficiency is studied in simulated
T T̄ events. The most performant triggers are then studied in data and simulated multi-jet
events to determine the optimal combination of triggers and offline selection that will be
required.
The set of triggers tested for the analysis are based on HT (HT700 and HT1000) and
re-clustered (RC) jet pT (j360 a10r and j400 a10r). The HT is calculated as the sum of
the pT of all small-R jets reconstructed in the last chain of the trigger. Small-R jets formed
in the last chain of the trigger are re-clustered within a radius of 1.0 form the RC jets used
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in the trigger. Triggers names that contain L1J100 (L1J75) require a jet identified with the
level-1 trigger, reconstructed in 8×8 grid in the calorimeter, with a pT above 100 (75) GeV.
The overall acceptance, the fraction of accepted out of total events, and full-efficiency
acceptance, fraction of accepted events above 99% efficiency out of the total number events,
are shown formT = 1 TeV events in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. The corresponding signal acceptances
are shown in Figs. 5.39 and 5.40 as a function of the sum of all small-R jet pT (HT) and
large-R jet pT. For signal events, combining the RC jet trigger and the HT trigger improves
the acceptance for full-efficiency.
The comparison between data and multi-jet MC efficiencies are shown in 5.41. All sim-
ulated events are included in the efficiency calculation and data events are only considered
if the event was collected during a period when the detector was fully operationally. The
RC jet trigger does not improve the acceptance at full efficiency in data or multi-jet MC. For
simplicity, the HT trigger HT1000 L1J100 is the only trigger implemented in this analysis.
Furthermore, neither large-R jets nor fixed–radius RC jets, which are needed for using the
RC jet trigger, are used in this analysis. An offline cut of HT> 1150 GeV for 2015 and 2016
events ensures full efficiency of the HT triggers. The same offline HT threshold is applied
to 2015 and 2016, despite the lower thresholds available in the 2015 dataset, to maintain a
similar kinematic phase space from both datasets.
Table 5.8: 2015 triggers tested in simulated T T̄ (mT = 1 TeV) events with the overall and
full-efficiency acceptances relative to HT and large-R jet pT.
Acceptance (%)
HLT Trigger Overall Full-Efficiency
HT
HT700 L1J75 99 96
j360 a10r L1J100 97 75
HT700 L1J75 OR j360 a10r L1J100 99 97
Leading large-R jet pT
HT700 L1J75 99 88
j360 a10r L1J100 97 93
HT700 L1J75 OR j360 a10r L1J100 99 96
After the trigger selection, data quality requirements are imposed on the events to ensure
all detector components were operating correctly and that at least one primary vertex was
reconstructed. Physics objects are reconstructed according to Sect. 4.2 and then undergo
an overlap removal procedure to avoid double-counting energy in the detector. The working
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Table 5.9: 2016 triggers tested in simulated T T̄ (mT = 1 TeV) events with the overall and
full-efficiency acceptances relative to HT and large-R jet pT.
Acceptance (%)
HLT Trigger Overall Full-Efficiency
HT
HT1000 L1J100 94 87
j360 a10r L1J100 95 65
HT1000 L1J100 OR j360 a10r L1J100 97 89
Leading large-R jet pT
HT1000 L1J100 94 45
j400 a10r L1J100 95 88
HT1000 L1J100 OR j400 a10r L1J100 97 88
HT [GeV]
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Figure 5.39: Trigger efficiencies as a function of HT (left) and leading large-R jet pT (right).
The 2015 HT trigger, large-R jet trigger, and a logical OR of both are drawn. The verti-
cal dashed lines shown the value at which point the efficiency becomes >99%. The black
histograms display the underlying distribution from the VLQ events.
points for the analysis physics objects are harmonized with other VLQ searches in the ATLAS
collaboration using the full 2015 and 2016 dataset. The lepton working points were optimized
in other VLQ analyses and incorporated here. Electrons are identified with the tight like-
lihood working point and the isolation pvarconeT (Rmax = 0.2) (≡‘FixedCutTightTrackOnly
isolation’) with I = 0.06. Muons are identified with the medium working point and the
FixedCutTightTrackOnly isolation with Rmax = 0.3.
All small-R jets must have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. If the jet is centrally-located
(|η| < 2.4) and has low–pT (pT < 60 GeV), it must have a JVT output > 0.59 to be used
in the analysis. A small-R jet is considered b-tagged if it satisfies the 70% working point
of the mv2c10 algorithm. The 70% working point is not harmonized with the other VLQ
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Figure 5.40: Trigger efficiencies as a function of HT (left) and leading large-R jet pT (right).
The 2016 HT trigger, large-R jet trigger, and a logical OR of both are drawn. The verti-
cal dashed lines show the value at which point the efficiency becomes > 99%. The black
histograms display the underlying distribution from the VLQ events.
Figure 5.41: Trigger efficiencies in data and MC as a function of HT (left) and leading large-R
jet pT (right). The top plots show the individual triggers as a function of their respective
distributions and the bottom plots show the logical OR between the two triggers.
analyses, which use the 77% working point, because the multi-jet background is significantly
reduced via the increase in the light jet rejection factor from 134.34 to 381.32. In addition
to the standard reconstruction and calibration procedures for small-R jets, see Sect. 4.2.5, a
MC-based correction on the small-R jet mass is performed. The correction reduces discrep-
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ancies between geometrically-matched truth-particle jets and small-R jets in the response
mreco/mtruth.
A similar overlap removal algorithm as that discussed in Sect. 5.1.2 prioritizes the re-
construction of certain physics objects depending on the degree of overlap. For electron and
small-R jets, the selected electron is reconstructed within ∆R < 0.2 of a given selected jet,
the jet is removed from the event. However, if the selected electron is reconstructed within
0.2< ∆R <0.4 of a selected jet, the electron is removed from the event. For muons and
small-R jets, a pT-dependent overlap removal working point is applied. Muons are removed




and jets are removed if one of the following conditions
is met:
- The jet has < 3 tracks (pT> 500 MeV) associated to the primary vertex
or (pT
µ/sumTrkPt500 > 0.7 and pT
µ/pT
jet > 0.5)
- Muon ID track ghost associated to the jet or ∆R(jet, µ) < 0.2
After the overlap removal procedure, events are required to have exactly zero leptons,
ensuring orthogonality with the other VLQ analyses, and a kinematic selection on the jet pT
thresholds and HT. The full baseline selection, after the trigger, data quality, physics object
selection, and overlap removal requirements, includes
- HT > 1.15 TeV
- Exactly zero leptons with pT>20 GeV
- At least four small-R jets with descending minimum pT thresholds of 300, 200, 125,
and 75 GeV
Once the baseline selection is complete, variable–R re–clustered (‘vRC’) jets are con-
structed from the small-R jets in the event. The vRC jets incorporate two reconstruction
techniques, the re–clustering and variable–R algorithms, to identify the hadronic decays of
heavy objects, e.g., W , Z, or Higgs bosons and top quarks. The re–clustering algorithm [113]
combines small-R jets together according to the anti-kt algorithm to form re–clustered (‘RC’)
jets. RC jets are different from the standard large-R jets described in Sect. 4.2.5. Rather
than using topo-clusters like the standard large-R jets, RC jets cluster small-R jets, which
have already been formed from topo-clusters, as the inputs to the anti-kt clustering algo-
rithm. A tremendous advantage to using RC jets over large-R jets concerns the treatment
of systematic uncertainties. Large-R jets require their own set of calibrations and uncer-
tainties, while RC jets directly inherit the calibrations and uncertainties from the small-R
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jets. RC jets offer similar reconstruction performance as large-R jets, see Fig. 5.42, without
contributing new systematic uncertainties to the likelihood fit that could reduce sensitivity
to new physics [114].
Figure 5.42: Comparison of standard large-R jets (‘anti-kt R =1.0’) and RC jets (‘RC
(R=1.0)’) using simulated events at
√
s = 8 TeV of the hypothetical Z ′(m = 2 TeV) → tt̄.
The vertically dashed lines depict the mass windows that contain 68% of events. RC jets and
large-R jets offer similar performance, the distributions have similar shapes and structures,
for reconstructing jet mass.
RC jets are common in ATLAS analyses, including recent VLQ searches [2, 3]. In the
previous results, RC jets were typically used as a method to classify events using their
properties, e.g., the RC jet mass. In this analysis, the re–clustering technique is expanded to
include the variable–R algorithm (VR) [115] and build vRC jets. It is well-known that the
separation between the decay products R of a heavy object with mass m is pT-dependent:
R ∼ 2m/pT [116]. Using a fixed–radius to reconstruct RC jets can become sub-optimal
at high-pT or in topologies that include many reconstructed objects, e.g., VLQ decays as
described in Sect. 5.1.2. Thus, the VR algorithm appropriately considers the pT-dependence
of boosted objects. The VR algorithm modifies the anti-kt clustering algorithm to use a
variable, rather than fixed, radius parameter. Similar to the procedure outlined in Sect. 4.2.5
and defined in Eq. 4.3, inputs to the clustering sequence are identified and their distance
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Trimming is also applied to vRC jets using the same procedure and parameters as large-R
jets, see Sect. 4.2.5, to remove sensitivity to soft radiation. However, it should be noted that
the jets used to form vRC jets already have a minimum pT of 25 GeV and they have passed
the overlap removal and JVT cuts. Thus, trimming is effectively already applied before the
re–clustering. As an example, a vRC jet with a pT of at least 500 GeV would be affected by
trimming if a constituent had a pT of only 25 GeV.
Fig. 5.43 compares the jet mass reconstruction of vRC jets for two different values of
ρ, 2mZ and 2mtop, with RC jets (R = 1.0) and large-R jets (R = 1.0). Both fixed–radius
collections, RC jets and large-R jets, display sub-optimal performance for both leading pT
and sub-leading pT jets in the events. The fixed–radius jets capture more energy than
associated with the Z boson and top quark, as seen in the long tail of the mass distribution,
while the vRC jets do not because the clustering stops once the jet energy reaches the
scale ρ. The exact value of ρ can impact the reconstruction performance for vRC jets. In
Fig. 5.44, vRC jets are compared with RC jets and large-R jets for different values of ρ
in events where the reconstructed jets are geometrically matched to the top parton in T T̄
events, ∆R(top,jet)< 0.75R, where R = 1.0 for RC jets and large-R jets and R = ρ/pT
for vRC jets. Depending on the value of ρ, the reconstructed vRC jets can significantly
underestimate the top quark mass, while fixed–radius jets overestimate the mass more than
vRC jets (the bottom right quadrant of each distribution in Fig. 5.44).
Given the reconstruction sensitivity to the ρ parameter in the VLQ final states, a single
value of ρ was optimized for all heavy objects generated in VLQ decays (W ,Z,H, and top).
Distributions for different values of ρ and truth-matched jets are shown in Fig. 5.45. The
best mass reconstruction was achieved by setting ρ = 315 GeV and Rmax = 1.2 for all heavy
objects. The tails in the electroweak boson jet mass distributions are less drastic for ρ = 315
GeV and the full top quark decay can be reconstructed.
After clustering small-R jets into vRC jets, a deep neural network (DNN) is used to
classify each vRC jet into one of four categories: W/Z (V ), Higgs, top, or light. Distin-
guishing between W and Z bosons is unreliable, as shown for the vRC jet mass distribution
in Fig. 5.46, and they are considered as one category in the DNN. The light category refers
to any sources of jets, quarks or gluons, produced in QCD multi-jet events.
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Figure 5.43: Performance of vRC jets compared to standard large-R jets and RC jets in
T T̄ → ZtZt events (mT = 1.4 TeV). The leading pT jet mass (left) and sub-leading pT jet
mass (right) distributions demonstrate the degrading performance in a busy final state for
fixed–radius (the long tails in the mass distributions) compared to variable-radius clustering.
The DNN produces output values between 0 and 1 for each class. These values are
converted into a probability to improve the rejection of light jets, see Eq. 5.16. Specific
signal efficiency working points have been defined for the analysis. The selections on the
probability values for V , Higgs (H), and top (t) are listed in Table 5.10.
P (V ) = log10
(
DNN(V )
0.9 ·DNN(light) + 0.05 ·DNN(t) + 0.05 ·DNN(H)
)
P (H) = log10
(
DNN(H)
0.9 ·DNN(light) + 0.05 ·DNN(V ) + 0.05 ·DNN(t)
)
P (t) = log10
(
DNN(t)
0.9 ·DNN(light) + 0.05 ·DNN(H) + 0.05 ·DNN(V )
) (5.16)
Table 5.10: Tagging vRC jet working points for V , H, and top tagging using a multi-
classification deep neural network.
Heavy Object Threshold Efficiency
V P (V ) > −0.20 70%
H P (H) > 0.20 70%
top P (t) > −0.20 50%
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Figure 5.44: Two-dimensional histograms comparing the jet mass [GeV] for vRC jets with
large-R jets (left) and RC jets (right) in T T̄ events. The vRC jets are reconstructed with
ρ = 2.5mtop (3.5mtop) in the top (bottom) plots. Only jets that are both geometrically
matched to the truth top quark are compared.
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Figure 5.45: Jet mass distributions for different values of ρ (mb =boson mass in the figure,
mt = top mass) compared to RC jets (R = 0.8). Each vRC jet uses Rmax = 1.2 to capture
lower pT objects.
Figure 5.46: Jet mass for single small-R jets that are truth-matched to partons produced by
W/Z/Higgs bosons and top quarks.
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It is possible for vRC jets to be tagged as multiple objects. In those instances, an assignment
to one of the tagged objects is made based on the vRC jet probability distributions, see
Table 5.11. Details of the DNN architecture and inputs are described in App. A.
Table 5.11: Methodology to resolve vRC jets tagged as multiple objects.
Ambiguity Condition Result
V and H log10(DNN(V )/DNN(H)) > −0.25 V (else: H)
V and top – top
H and top P (H) > 0.70 H (else: t)
V ,H, and top – H
The final step in the all-hadronic event selection requires at least two b-tagged small-R
jets at the 70% efficiency working point. At least two boson–tagged vRC jets are required
to improve sensitivity to the VLQ decays. Finally, 40< EmissT < 200 GeV as part of the
orthogonality with the high–EmissT VLQ analysis and the data-driven multi-jet estimation.
5.2.3 Classification of Event Topologies
Events that pass the full selection are classified into 14 signal regions based on the final
number of tagged bosons (V V ,HH,V H), top tags (0,1,≥2), and b-tags (2,≥ 3). The category
requiring at least two top quarks is merged for all combinations of selected bosons because
this region has a low number of events when split by boson type that causes instability in
the data-driven background estimate. This classification enhances the significance relative
to the SM background and, in the event of a discovery, the VLQ decays are separated into
channels that closely reflect the branching ratios. In the following sections, the regions are
named to reflect the bosons, tops, and b-tags, e.g., “VV0t2b” represents the regions with 2
V tags, 0 top tags, and 2 b-tags. The 2 top tag region uses ‘X’ to represent all bosons W ,
Z, and Higgs, not to be confused with the VLQ X with electric charge +5/3.
Control regions in this analysis are used to validate the data driven background estimation
described in Sect. 5.2.4. Performance of the data-driven technique using the 1 b-tag control
region is shown in Fig. 5.47. Non-closure of the data-driven estimate in the 1 b-tag control
region, i.e., the disagreement between data and prediction, is propagated as an uncertainty
to the 2 and 3 b-tag signal regions, described further in Sect. 5.2.5.
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Figure 5.47: Distributions in HT comparing Data and prediction for events in the 1 b-tag
control regions separated by number of boson and top tags. Each bin is normalized to the
bin width. Only statistical uncertainties are shown in green.
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The signal acceptance (fraction of total events that pass the full selection) is shown
in Figs. 5.49–5.55. The signal acceptances are displayed for each analysis region and VLQ
decay channel, for both T T̄ and BB̄ events. Across all regions, the BB̄ → HbHb and
T T̄ → HtHt are the decay modes with the largest acceptance, as shown in Fig. 5.48.
Figure 5.48: Total signal acceptance for all T T̄ (left) and BB̄ (right) decays across all signal
regions. The VLQ decays to Higgs bosons yields the largest signal acceptance.
Figure 5.49: Signal acceptance for all BB̄ decays in the V V regions: 0 top-tags and 2 b-tags
(upper left), 0 top-tags and ≥ 3 b-tags (upper right), 1 top-tag and 2 b-tags (lower left), 1
top-tag and ≥ 3 b-tags (lower right).
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Figure 5.50: Signal acceptance for all BB̄ decays in the V H regions: 0 top-tags and 2 b-tags
(upper left), 0 top-tags and ≥ 3 b-tags (upper right), 1 top-tag and 2 b-tags (lower left), 1
top-tag and ≥ 3 b-tags (lower right).
5.2.4 Background Estimation
A mixture of simulated and data-driven techniques are used to study the SM background
contributions to signal regions. The different processes and their respective estimation tech-
niques are described below.
5.2.4.1 Simulation of SM backgrounds
SM backgrounds from tt̄, single top, and tt̄ + X are studied with simulated events,
described in Sect. 5.2.1. The normalization and shape are both taken directly from simulation
for all of these processes.
5.2.4.2 Data-driven background estimation
A data-driven technique is necessary to accurately predict the normalization and shape of
the expected SM multi-jet background. The multi-jet background is estimated separately for
each of the fourteen signal regions using the boson tagging quality and EmissT in the ‘ABCD’
method. The regions of the ABCD method are defined by the boson tagging quality and
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Figure 5.51: Signal acceptance for all BB̄ decays in the HH regions: 0 top-tags and 2 b-tags
(upper left), 0 top-tags and ≥ 3 b-tags (upper right), 1 top-tag and 2 b-tags (lower left), 1
top-tag and ≥ 3 b-tags (lower right).
EmissT , diagrammed in Fig. 5.56. The boson tagging quality axis uses two boson tagging
categories: loose and tight. The tight tagging definition was defined in Sect. 5.2.2, and the
loose tagging is defined using the vRC jet mass, mj:
- V Boson: 69 < mj < 104 GeV
- Higgs Boson: 104 < mj < 155 GeV
The mass windows are derived from the jet mass for single small-R jets that are geomet-
rically matched to all partons from VLQ decays4 and contain 68% of events, see Fig. 5.46.
The tagging window for the Higgs boson is slightly less than 68% due to the orthogonality
requirement, i.e., one jet cannot be tagged as both a V and Higgs boson. The two boson
tagging quality regions are
1. Regions B & D: 2 tight tags
2. Regions A & C: < 2 tight tags AND 2 loose+tight tags
4To be geometrically matched, the partons pi are required to be within ∆R(pi, jet) < 0.3 of the small-R
jet.
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Figure 5.52: Signal acceptance in the two top tag regions: 2 b-tags (upper left) and ≥ 3
b-tags (upper right). The BB̄ events are drawn in the top two figures and the T T̄ events are
drawn in the bottom two figures.
Regions A and C are allowed to have at most one tight boson tag because it improves the
statistics used in the multi-jet estimation and reduces differences in the kinematics between
the regions. The second axis, EmissT , is uncorrelated with the boson tagging axis. A boundary
at EmissT = 40 GeV separates control and signal regions and E
miss
T has an upper bound of
200 GeV due to the orthogonality requirement with the high–EmissT analysis. Simulated
multi-jet events have a correlation factor of –0.05 between these two variables across all
analysis regions. The distribution for multi-jet events in the ABCD regions are drawn
in Fig. 5.56. Semi-leptonic events, with a soft or mis-reconstructed lepton, and Z → νν
decays are sources of real EmissT in all-hadronic VLQ events. SM multi-jet events are not
expected to have any significant amounts of EmissT and the slight differences between the
VLQ and expected multi-jet shapes are exploited for the multi-jet background estimation.
Fig. 5.56 diagrams the specific regions used to estimate both the normalization and shape
of the multi-jet background.
In regions A, B, and C the multi-jet contribution is estimated by subtracting all simulated
MC events from the measured data. The relationship between the signal region, D, and the
control regions is given by D = C × (B/A). A binned estimation gives the shape of HT
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Figure 5.53: Signal acceptance for all T T̄ decays in the V V regions: 0 top-tags and 2 b-tags
(upper left), 0 top-tags and ≥ 3 b-tags (upper right), 1 top-tag and 2 b-tags (lower left), 1
top-tag and ≥ 3 b-tags (lower right).
in region D, and the total yield is calculated from the integral over the full distribution.
Uncertainties in the multi-jet estimation are described in Sect. 5.2.5.
5.2.5 Systematic Uncertainties
This section describes the sources of systematic uncertainty considered in this analysis.
These uncertainties can be broken down into several broad categories: luminosity and cross
section uncertainties, detector-related experimental uncertainties, modeling uncertainties on
simulated background processes, and uncertainties on data-driven background estimations.
Each source of uncertainty is treated as a nuisance parameter in the fit of HT.
5.2.5.1 Luminosity and cross section uncertainties
The uncertainty in the total combined 2015+2016 integrated luminosity is 3.2%. It
is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in [101], from a preliminary
calibration of the luminosity scale using x − y beam-separation scans performed in August
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Figure 5.54: Signal acceptance for all T T̄ decays in the V H regions: 0 top-tags and 2 b-tags
(upper left), 0 top-tags and ≥ 3 b-tags (upper right), 1 top-tag and 2 b-tags (lower left), 1
top-tag and ≥ 3 b-tags (lower right).
2015 and May 20165. This systematic uncertainty is applied to all backgrounds that are
estimated using simulated samples and normalized to the measured integrated luminosity.
Theoretical cross section uncertainties have been used for the simulated samples that are
in used in this analysis. The uncertainty on tt̄ and single top production is 6% [44,104,105].
There is no consideration for the uncertainties on the tt̄modeling or heavy-flavor composition.
5.2.5.2 Detector-related uncertainties
Many of the detector-related uncertainties in this analysis are identical to those considered
in the one lepton analysis. The description of the uncertainties for electrons, muons, EmissT ,
small-R jet energy scale and resolution, b-tagging, and pile-up are left to Sect. 5.1.5.2 and
the unique uncertainties are discussed here.
This analysis does not include large-R jets, and the uncertainties are not considered.
The vRC jets do not contribute new uncertainties to the analysis as their uncertainties are
5This paragraph is directly copied from the ATLAS luminosity for physics definition, as rec-
ommended by the ATLAS publications committee: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/
LuminosityForPhysics
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Figure 5.55: Signal acceptance for all T T̄ decays in the HH regions: 0 top-tags and 2 b-tags
(upper left), 0 top-tags and ≥ 3 b-tags (upper right), 1 top-tag and 2 b-tags (lower left), 1
top-tag and ≥ 3 b-tags (lower right).
Figure 5.56: Regions definitions for the ABCD estimation of the multi-jet background (left)
and the distribution of simulated multi-jet events in the ABCD regions (right). Events are
binned according to the boson tagging and EmissT . The right plot is drawn with a gray dashed
line to designate the EmissT boundary between regions.
derived from the small-R jets. There are, however, additional uncertainties for the small-R jet
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mass estimated due to the corresponding calibration, described in Sect. 5.2.2. Four separate
components address the sources of uncertainty from the jet mass calibration: the baseline
uncertainty comparing the difference between data and prediction, comparison of different
MC generators, uncertainties from reconstructed tracks, and the statistical uncertainty on
the results. Due to low statistics in the estimation of the mass uncertainties, the value of
the uncertainty for small-R jets with pT=100 GeV is extrapolated to a 50% uncertainty at
pT=20 GeV. In this analysis, only the fourth leading-pT jet and lower are sensitive to this
extrapolation. The groups of uncertainties with the largest impact are those associated with
jet energy and mass scale and resolutions and b-tagging.
5.2.5.3 Uncertainties on Data-Driven Methods
The dominant multi-jet background is estimated using a data-driven technique, see
Sect. 5.2.4. To quantify an uncertainty on this method, the difference in 1 b-tag control
region, shown in Sect. 5.2.3, between the prediction and data is propagated to the signal re-
gions. This uncertainty, referred to later as ‘Multi-jet Closure’, is the dominant uncertainty
in the analysis. Fig. 5.47 contains the control region distributions and the discrepancy be-
tween data and prediction drawn in the sub-plot is directly applied to the signal regions with
the relevant binning. Uncertainties on the simulated events are also propagated through the
multi-jet estimation to test the sensitivity of the ABCD method to the detector-level uncer-
tainties.
5.2.6 Statistical Analysis
This analysis uses the same methodology and tools described in Sect. 5.1.6 to test the
VLQ signal hypothesis. Thus, the relevant sections that have already been described in
detail are only briefly summarized.
A simultaneous profile likelihood fit is performed in all fourteen signal regions, defined
in Sect. 5.2.3, using the HT distribution to test for the presence of signal. Binning the
HT distribution is optimized separately for each region to account for different amounts of
statistics, with a requirement of at least 100 events per bin. To reduce the number of nuisance
parameters and improve the stability in the fit, the tt̄ (all-hadronic and non-all-hadronic),
single top, and tt̄+X samples are merged into one category ‘Top’.
The systematic uncertainties and the corresponding nuisance parameters used in the
fit are listed in section 5.2.5. Systematics that impact the normalization or shape of the
prediction by less than 1% are pruned before the fit is performed. All one-sided uncertainties,
those that do not have both an ‘up’ and ‘down’ variation, are subjected to smoothing and
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symmetrization. In addition, all double-sided systematics are forced to be symmetrized, but
no further smoothing algorithm is applied.
5.2.7 Results
Before unblinding the data in the signal regions, expected limits were derived using
the total expected background as pseudo-data. Deriving expected limits on T T̄ and BB̄
production is critical to understand the behavior and impact of nuisance parameters in the
likelihood fit. In addition, the performance of the dijet background across the different signal
regions can be validated. After unblinding the data in the signal region, a simultaneous fit
to all signal regions is performed to derive limits on T T̄ and BB̄ production.
5.2.7.1 Fit to Asimov data
Similar to the procedure described in the one lepton analysis in Sect. 5.1.7, a likelihood
fit is performed using Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The results of the
Asimov fit for the fully-hadronic final state are shown in Figs. 5.57–5.63. Fitting to Asimov
data offers a test of the systematic uncertainties, pulls and constraints, and to understand
the expected sensitivity to a signal hypothesis. The BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1)
signal hypothesis is not drawn on the post-fit plots due to the background-only fit. In each
distribution, the combined backgrounds of tt̄, single top, and tt̄+X are labeled as ‘Top’.
Uncertainties below the pruning threshold are omitted from the fit and uncertainties can
also be symmetrized or smoothed, as described in Sect. 5.1.6.1. The summary of this pruning
step is illustrated in Fig. 5.64. The fitted nuisance parameters are shown with their pulls
and constraints compared to the nominal value of 0 and standard deviation of 1 in Fig. 5.65.
A fitted error of 1 indicates that the data has not enough statistical power to reduce the
original uncertainty. As a further cross check of the fit results, the correlations between the
nuisance parameters in the Asimov fit are shown in Fig. 5.66. Only nuisance parameters
with a correlation coefficient of at least 10% with any other parameter are displayed. The
correlations are measured by their impact on a product over all fitted bins. A ranking of the
nuisance parameters according to the absolute post-fit effect on the fitted signal strength µ̂ in
the fit to Asimov data for the signal-plus background hypothesis, described in Sect. 5.1.7.1,
can be seen in Fig. 5.67, where the signal hypothesis is BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(T → Hb) = 1).
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Figure 5.57: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the V V signal
regions with 0 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.58: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the V V signal
regions with 1 top tag: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.59: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the V H signal
regions with 0 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.60: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the V H signal
regions with 1 top tag: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.61: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the HH signal
regions with 0 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.62: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the HH signal
regions with 1 top tag: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.63: Prediction for the HT distribution before (left) and after (right) the fit to the
Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures represent the signal regions
with ≥ 2 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom row). The expected BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit plots. The hatched area
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Figure 5.64: Summary of the pruning of the systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties
that have the shape (normalization) component removed are yellow (orange) and those that
are red were completely dropped from the fit. Uncertainties are green if both shape and
normalization remain in the fit.
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Figure 5.65: Fitted nuisance parameters in the background-only hypothesis to the Asimov
dataset. As can be expected, all nuisance parameters fit at the expectation of 0 for the
Asimov dataset. The constraints of the nuisance parameters can be read directly from the
figure.
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Figure 5.66: Correlation matrix showing the correlations of the nuisance parameters for the
fit to the Asimov dataset in the signal+background hypothesis. The correlation scale legend
corresponds to 100% (yellow), 0% (green) and -100% (blue). Only nuisance parameters with
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Figure 5.67: Ranking of nuisance parameters based on the fit to Asimov data in the signal-
plus background hypothesis according to their effect on the uncertainty on µ (∆µ).
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Upper limits at the 95% confidence level (CL) on the T T̄ and BB̄ production cross
section are set for three benchmark scenarios as a function of T (B) VLQ mass mT (mB)
and compared to the theoretical prediction from top++ [44], see Figs. 5.77 and 5.78. The
resulting lower limit on mT and mB corresponds to the central value of the theoretical cross-
section prediction. The scenarios considered involve different assumptions on the decay
branching ratios. To probe the complete branching ratio plane spanned by both processes,
the signal samples are re-weighted by the ratio of the respective branching ratio to the original
branching ratio in Protos. Then, the complete analysis is repeated for each grid point.
Fig. 5.79 shows the corresponding expected mass limits on T (B) in the BR(T (B)→ Ht(Hb))
versus BR(T (B) → Wb(Wt)) plane, obtained by linear interpolation of the calculated CLs
versus mT (mB).
5.2.7.2 Fit to Unblinded Data
After unblinding the data, the same analysis performed for Asimov data is repeated with
real data. A comparison of the HT distributions in each signal region, both pre- and post-fit
to data are shown in Figs. 5.68–5.74 and summarized in Table 5.12.
Upper limits at the 95% confidence level (CL) on the T T̄ and BB̄ production cross
section are set for two benchmark scenarios as a function of T (B) VLQ mass mT (mB)
and compared to the theoretical prediction from top++ in Figs. 5.77 and 5.78. The resulting
lower limit on mT and mB corresponds to the central value of the theoretical cross-section
prediction. Table 5.13 shows the observed and expected 95% CL limits obtained for T and
B quarks under different branching ratio assumptions. Due to an underestimation of the
data in multiple signal regions, as shown in the post-fit plots above, the observed limits are
lower than the expected limits.
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Table 5.12: Event yields in all fourteen signal regions after the fit to the background-only
hypothesis. The uncertainties include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The uncer-
tainties on the individual background components can be larger than the uncertainty on the
sum of the backgrounds due to correlations.
Region Top Multi-jet Total background Data
VV0t2b 625 ± 69 5994 ± 210 6619 ± 213 6242
VV1t2b 348 ± 45 1392 ± 125 1741 ± 130 1680
VH0t2b 887 ± 90 8187 ± 224 9074 ± 226 9228
VH1t2b 234 ± 37 811 ± 69 1045 ± 81 1033
HH0t2b 174 ± 26 748 ± 46 921 ± 52 951
HH1t2b 10 ± 5 53 ± 11 63 ± 12 73
XX2t2b 14 ± 4 109 ± 77 123 ± 78 66
VV0t3b 96 ± 24 677 ± 63 772 ± 62 885
VV1t3b 74 ± 22 265 ± 52 339 ± 53 402
VH0t3b 183 ± 42 2037 ± 114 2220 ± 103 2185
VH1t3b 98 ± 24 483 ± 67 581 ± 68 526
HH0t3b 77 ± 28 608 ± 46 685 ± 50 724
HH1t3b 16 ± 6 83 ± 18 99 ± 19 94
XX2t3b 9 ± 4 15 ± 12 25 ± 12 45
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Figure 5.68: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures
represent the V V signal regions with 0 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom
row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit
plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.69: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures
represent the V V signal regions with 1 top tag: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom
row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit
plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.70: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures
represent the V H signal regions with 0 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom
row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit
plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.71: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures
represent the V H signal regions with 1 top tag: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom
row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit
plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.72: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures
represent the HH signal regions with 0 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom
row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit
plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.73: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The figures
represent the HH signal regions with 1 top tag: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags (bottom
row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in pre-fit
plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Figure 5.74: Comparison between data and prediction for the HT distribution before (left)
and after (right) the fit to the Asimov data under the background-only hypothesis. The
figures represent the signal regions with ≥ 2 top tags: 2 b-tags (top row) and ≥ 3 b-tags
(bottom row). The expected BB̄ (mB = 1 TeV; BR(B → Hb) = 1) signal is also shown in
pre-fit plots. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the background.
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Fig. 5.75 displays the pulls and constraints of fitted nuisance parameters. A ranking of
the nuisance parameters according to the absolute post-fit effect on the fitted signal strength
µ̂ in the fit to data for the signal-plus-background hypothesis can be seen in Fig. 5.76 for BB̄
(mB = 1 TeV; BR(T → Hb) = 1). The uncertainty is the only nuisance parameter pulled
outside of 1σ and it is not a dominant uncertainty, i.e., it is ranked outside the top 10.
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Figure 5.75: Fitted nuisance parameters in the background-only hypothesis to data. The
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Figure 5.76: Ranking of nuisance parameters based on the fit to Asimov data in the signal-
plus background hypothesis according to their effect on the uncertainty on µ (∆µ).
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Table 5.13: Expected and observed 95% CL limits on the VLQ mass for T T̄ and BB̄ pro-
duction. Different branching ratios are presented for T and B.
Branching Ratio Expected [GeV] Observed [GeV]
BR(T → Wb) = 1 650 725
BR(T → Zt) = 1 750 650
BR(T → Ht) = 1 1001 850
BR(B → Wt) = 1 627 600
BR(B → Zb) = 1 750 713
BR(B → Hb) = 1 1045 903
To probe the complete branching ratio plane spanned by all decay modes, the signal
samples are re-weighted and the fit is re-calculated. The complete analysis is repeated for
each grid point. Fig. 5.79 shows the corresponding expected and observed 95% CL upper
limits the VLQ mass for T in the BR(T → Ht) versus BR(T → Wb) plane and B in the
BR(B → Hb) versus BR(B → Wt) plane, obtained by linear interpolation of the calculated
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Figure 5.77: Expected (dashed black line) and observed (solid black line) upper limits at
the 95% CL on the T T̄ cross section as a function of mT under the assumption of BR(T →
Wb) = 1 (top-left), BR(T → Zt) = 1 (top-right), and BR(T → Ht) = 1 (bottom). The
surrounding green and yellow bands correspond to ±1 and ±2 standard deviations around
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Figure 5.78: Expected (dashed black line) and observed (solid black line) upper limits at
the 95% CL on the BB̄ cross section as a function of mB under the assumption of BR(B →
Wt) = 1 (top-left), BR(B → Zb) = 1 (top-right), and BR(B → Hb) = 1 (bottom). The
surrounding green and yellow bands correspond to ±1 and ±2 standard deviations around
the expected limit. The thin red line and band show the theoretical prediction.
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Figure 5.79: Expected (left) and observed (right) 95% CL upper limits on mT (top) and mB
(bottom) in the branching ratio planes.
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5.2.8 Conclusion
A search for pair production of vector-like quarks in the all-hadronic final state has
been presented using 36.1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity collected by the ATLAS detector
in 2015 and 2016. The analysis requires high-pT small-R jets and multiple b-tags. Small-R
jets are combined using a variable-R clustering algorithm and then classified with a neural
network as a W/Z boson, Higgs boson, top quark, or QCD jet. The sum of all small-R
jet pT is used as the final discriminant across multiple categories based on the number of
boson tags, top tags, and b-tags. The observed data does not have an excess consistent with
the signal expectation, so a 95% CL limit is placed on VLQ pair production as a function
of the hypothetical VLQ mass. Table 5.13 contains the results for the limits for VLQ pair
production for the possible ‘pure’ branching ratios of T and B. The observed limits are lower
than expected limits for each decay channel except the BR(T → Wb) = 1 mode, which is
the decay mode with the smallest acceptance, because of an overall excess of events in data
compared to the prediction. The T → Ht and B → Hb channels are the most sensitive decay
modes for T T̄ and BB̄ because these final states contain the most b-quarks and fall into the
signal regions with a reduced contamination for multi-jet events. Additionally, limits were
placed on a variety of VLQ masses across many different branching ratio combinations in
Fig. 5.79. These results are competitive with recent VLQ search results in ATLAS, although
slightly smaller masses are excluded for the cross sections. However, this analysis reports




VLQs are a promising signature of new physics predicted in numerous BSM theories.
The VLQ mass is not tied to the electroweak scale and can be a free parameter of the model.
As such, VLQs can easily be incorporated into BSM theories as they are not constrained
by the recent discovery of the Higgs boson. Furthermore, VLQs belong to a larger class of
‘top partners’ that are expected to play a role in naturally regulating the Higgs boson mass.
In theories such as the Little Higgs or Composite Higgs, VLQs emerge as a way to cancel
one-loop corrections to the Higgs mass. This way, the divergence of the Higgs boson mass is
postponed to a higher energy scale Λ, where Λ is specified by the BSM theory.
This dissertation presented two orthogonal searches for VLQs in 1- and 0-lepton final
states with the ATLAS detector. No excess of events above the expected background were
observed, and limits on the VLQ mass at the 95% CL were placed from both analyses.
The performance of the 1-lepton analysis was systematically-limited where modeling uncer-
tainties on tt̄ production most adversely affected the sensitivity. The 0-lepton analysis was
statistically-limited as the dominant background, QCD multi-jets, was estimated using a
data driven technique.
While the integrated luminosities of the respective searches differ, the results can be com-
pared to draw preliminary conclusions on the total effort to search for VLQs. (Systematically-
limited analyses cannot be drastically improved by adding more data. Instead the analysis
techniques can be developed further, or the systematic uncertainties must be reduced.) From
the results described in Sects. 5.1.7 and 5.2.7, the two searches complement each other across
the different branching ratios, considering only the T → Wb/Zt/Ht decays and compared
directly in Fig. 6.1. The two figures also differ because a smaller branching ratio step-size
was considered in the 1-lepton results than the 0-lepton results presented here.
The two analyses are most sensitive in opposite corners of the branching ratio plane.
This improves the overall sensitivity to VLQs in the ATLAS program, near mT = 1 TeV
in each corner, because the full plane can be covered using just these two analyses. The
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between the 95% CL limits on mT for the 1-lepton VLQ search (left)
and 0-lepton VLQ search (right).
corner T → Zt is noticeably less sensitive to the other corners due to the large multi-
jet contribution in the 0-lepton analysis and the 1-lepton analysis assumes the lepton is
produced by a W boson from the VLQ decay. VLQs can still be compatible with many
BSM theories for masses . 2 TeV and the searches at ATLAS and CMS should continue
until this approximate range is excluded. However, the limits for mT and mB have reached
the TeV scale and it is beneficial to begin considering VLQs that have more exotic decay
modes than described in this dissertation [117]. In those scenarios, these results are not
directly applicable because a non-negligible fraction of the VLQ decays are not considered.
Furthermore, the limits on the VLQ mass are becoming large enough that pair production is
no longer a favored mechanism. Instead, the preferred production mode will be single VLQs
for future analyses. With more data delivered by the LHC and collected by the ATLAS
experiment, more sophisticated analyses can search for VLQs in unique final states and
assuming single production and both standard and more exotic decay modes. In the event
of a discovery in a VLQ search, testing the signal hypothesis, to measure the signal strength,
and quantifying the branching ratios will be the most critical steps to confirming the VLQ





Multi-Classification of Variable-R Re-clustered Jets
with a Deep Neural Network
Neural networks (NN) are common in b-tagging, track reconstruction, and other aspects
of experimental particle physics, see Sect. 4.2. New efforts are underway within the collider
physics community to exploit the power of machine learning techniques, e.g., boosted decision
trees and NNs, and early analyses already show promise in discrimination power over existing
techniques, particularly in the realm of object identification, for examples see [118–121].
Overviews of NNs, terminology, and development can be found in [122–124].
In this analysis, a multi-classification NN is used to distinguish vRC jets that originated
from W/Z (≡ V ), Higgs, top, or light-jets. Similar results have been described previ-
ously [125], and this work differentiates from the existing literature by applying the NN
identification to vRC jets, a novel reconstructed physics object. The NN is optimized using
VLQ samples as sources of signal jets (W , Z, Higgs, and top) and multi-jet MC as a source
of background jets (‘light’). Prior to training the network, the multi-jet MC pT distribution
is re-weighted to match the signal (VLQ decays) as in Fig. A.1. Once the input files have
been processed, the Keras [126] software package is used to build and train the NN with
the Theano backend [127].
Fully-contained signal jets, those that have all quarks from the heavy object decay
geometrically-matched to the constituents of the vRC jets1, are used in the training with the
following seventeen inputs:
- vRC jet mass
1To be matched, the partons i are required to be within ∆R(i, j) < 0.3 of at least one subjet j of the
vRC jet.
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Figure A.1: Distribution of vRC jet pT for signal and background before (left) and after
(right) re-weighting the background pT distribution using a one-dimensional scale factor.
- vRC jet number of constituents






The b-tagging bin is used as an input rather than the value of mv2c10 because only
specific working points, see Sect. 4.2, are calibrated for analysis use. The bin value used
in the training matches the thresholds for each of the 4 working points, 0.0 (not b-tagged),
0.1758475 (60%), 0.645925 (70%), 0.8244273 (77%), and 0.934906 (85%). For vRC jets that
do not have three constituents, default values are assigned:
- pT = 0
- E = 0
- η = vRC jet η
- φ = vRC jet φ
- b-tagging bin = -1
The NN has the following architecture (similar to that applied in [118]), with terms
explicitly defined in Keras:
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• 7 Fully connected layers (“Dense”)
• Number of nodes (5 hidden layers): 30, 25, 23, 13, 11
– 17 inputs
– 4 outputs: light, W/Z, H, top
– Activation function: rectified linear units (hidden layers) and sigmoid (output
layer)
• Optimizer: Adam [128]
• Learning rate: 0.0001
• L1 Regularizer: 0.01
• Batch size: 100 (Batch Normalization)
• Trained for 100 epochs with early stopping
Once the network is trained, the network is tested on an orthogonal dataset to ensure
there was no overtraining. The NN output is converted to a probability for each jet to
maximize the light jet rejection, detailed in Eq. 5.16 and shown in Fig. A.2. The performance
of the NN tagging as a function of vRC jet pT is shown in Fig. A.3.
A selection on the probability result defines a tagging efficiency. This analysis assumes a
selection that performs at 70% efficient for V , 70% efficient for Higgs, and 50% efficient for
top. After the baseline selection and requiring at least two b-tags with EmissT > 40 GeV, the
measured efficiencies in simulated events (not requiring full containment of truth partons)
are 66% (V ), 52% (Higgs), and 46% (top).
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Figure A.2: Probability distributions for vRC jets NN output: P (V ) (top-left), P (H) (top-
right), and P (t) (bottom). Each distribution shows the probability for jets from all sources
(V , H, top, and light).
Figure A.3: Tagging efficiency and light jet rejection for vRC jets identified as truth V =
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